GEOLOGY AND VOLCANOLOGY OF LA PALhL4 AND EL HIERRO,
\?73STERN CANARIES
5. C. Cmdcedo', E. R. Badiola? H. Guillou', J. de la N u e 9 and F. J. Pérez TorradoS

Dedicamos este trabajo a la memoria de JosC María Fústeí Casas.El profesor Fúster
dirigió en la d6cada de los 60 del pasado srglo e1 primer estudio geológico moderno y
detallado de las Islas Canarias. a las que dedicó. hasta su fallecimiento, la mayor parte de
su investigación. Los autores de este artículo, que fuimos inicialmente sus alumnos y
posteriormente sus coIaboradores y amigos, inientamos seguir sus pasos y su ejemplo.

The western Canaries, relatively little studied until a few years ago frorn die geological point of view, have however provided decisive data for understanding many of the
most important geological problems of rhe Archipelago. which would probably have
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similar chains of oceanic volcanic islands in other parts of the world.
S o surnmarize the main geological features and evolutionary characterístics of both
islands we emphasize the following stapes vf devdopment:
During the Pliocene, a submarine volcanic edifice or seamount formed in the island
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trachytic domes, piugs of gabbros, and a highly dense dyke swarm. The íntense ma,-atic and dyke intnision uplifted the searnount up to 1,500 m, tiIhng it 45-50" to the SW.
This intrusive phase was foiiowed by a period of quiescence and erosion of the emerged
submarine &ice. The definitive consolidation and progression of the constsuction of
iiie isiand continued irom at íeast 1.77 rna in anguiar and erosive ciiscordmce over the
submarine basement. The subaeriai volcanic reactivation, in which explosive volcanism
predominated during &e initial stages, producing abundant volcanoclastic and phreatomagmatic materiais at the base of the subaerial edifice, persisted in a highiy continuous
manner until at least 0.41 ma. This initial subaerial stage shaped the northem volcanic
shieid, formed by the accumulation of several superimposed volcanoes, approximately
concentric in relation to one another and the submarine basement.
The initial stage of the northern volcanic shield lasted between 1.77 and 1.20 ma,
during which period the Garafía volcano was built to a height of 2,500-3,000 m, with
steeply sloping fianks, formeú predonunantly by alkaline basalts with abundant pahoehoe lavas. The rapid growth and progressive instability of the Gatafía volcano culrninated sorne 1.20 ma ago iin a gravitationai landslide of úle south flank of the volcanic edifice. The eruptive activity that followed the collapse built the Taburiente volcano, thar
rests upon a clear angular discordance caused by the landslide. The landslide depression
uas filled completely some 0.39 ma ago, as snown by the age of the fxst lavas to overíiow the collapse embayment. The flling-in of the depression by the Taburiente volcano
lavas final11 formed a sequence of horizontal lavas. predominantiy alkdine basairs, that
ponded a&nsk the headwall of the landslide scarp fomiing a plateau in the centre of the
volcanic shieid.
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Coinciding approximately with the Matuyama-Brunhes boundary (0.78 ma) an
important reorganisation of the Taburiente volcano took place, the dispersed emission
centres of which progressively concentrated in three increasingly defined rifts (NW.
NE and N-S) and subsequently in a central edifice situated at the geometrical centre of
the volcanic shield. The abundant emissions of this final stage covered the earlier formations with sequences of lava flows up to 1,000 m thick in places, with the exception
of a part of the alignments of cones of the nfts. The basaltic lavas evolved towards
more differentiated phonolitic and trachytic terms at the terminal phases of construction of the volcano. One of these rifts, the southem or Cumbre Nueva rift, developed
more than the others, possibly because the volcanism already began to migrate southwards, forming a N-S trending dorsal ridge over 2,500 m high. The progressive instability of the Cumbre Nueva nft, due to overgrowth, triggered the gravitational landslide of the westem flank, in a process that took place about 560 ka ago, involving the
detachment of some 180-200 km3 and the formation of a wide depression (the Valle de
Aridane) and the beginning of the formation, by incision and reuogressive erosion, of
the Caldera de Taburiente.
The activity subsequent to the collapse in the northem shield was preferentially concentrated in the interior of the new collapse basin, quickly building the Bejenado stratovolcano. This activity was coetaneous with that of other residual centres dispersed over
the flanks of the shield. The initially basanite lavas of Bejenado volcano evolved to
mafic tephrites in differentiated lateral and terminal vents. The activity of the volcanic
shield ceased definitively some 0.4 ma ago. After a transition period with a certain
degree of activity associated with Bejenado late peripheral vents, volcanism was definitively located until the present in the new Cumbre Vieja volcano, at the south of the
island. The oldest Cumbre Vieja lavas have been dated in 123 ka, although the first eruptions of the volcano may be considerably older. During this last stage of volcanism in La
Palma a N-S trending rift has been formed, with predominantly basanitic, tephritic and
tephri-phonolitic lavas, and intnisions of domes of tephri-phonolites and phonolites, frequently associated with eruptive vents. Numerous submarine eruptive vents, severa1 of
which are apparently very receni, have recently been obsewed and sampled at the prolongation of the Cumbre Vieja nft southwards in the ocean.
The foreseeable geological evolution of this nft is similar to that of its Cumbre
Nueva predecesor, towards a progressive development and increasing instability, although changes may take place that may modify it towards more stabIe configurations,
fundamentally the submarine progression of the southern tip of the nft, that could
redistribute the volume of ernitted matenals, reduce the aspect ratio of the volcano
and, consequently, its instability. The en echelon faults generated dunng the 1949
eruption have been interpreted as a posible detachment of the western flank of the
volcano, although a more favourable hypothesis would be that such faults are surficial
and contribute to accornrnodating the volcano by reducing its instability. A noteworthy
aspect is the important role played by the mobility of the general feeding system of the
volcanism in shaping the form and stnicture of the island. If the volcanism had not
continually migrated southward since the final stages of consmction
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that of the islands of El Hierro or Tenerife, in the shape of a triangular pyramid, with
triple-armed rifts and landslide lobes between the rifts. The southward migration of
volcanism in La Palma left the northern shield extinct, the nfts incomplete and finally
configured an island lengthened in a N-S direction. Another point of interest is that the
islands of La Pa!ms and E! liierro z e the first of the Cr*narier?Q f~=. simir!t~necxs!S.
with possibly alternating eruptive activity, at least in the most recent period. This separation in a «dual line» of islands and the greater depth of its oceanic basement account
for the long time they have required to emerge since the formation of the prior island
of La Gomera.
The island of El Hierro is geologically somewhat younger than La Palma and, hecaase it formed over a stationary source of magma, it presents, in comparison, a perfect,
concentric development, with superimposed volcanoes and a regular three-armed rift
geometry. The activity of the subaerial volcanism began in El Hierro with the development of Tiñor volcano on the NE fiank of the island (approximately from 1.12 to 0.88
ma), with the ernission of massive typical basalts. The volcano developed quickly, with
different stages of growth, the eruption of Ventejís volcano being the terminal explosive
stage, and probably the precursor of the collapse of the NW flank of the edifice some
882 ka ago. The emissions of the new voIcano -El Golfo, approximately 545 to
176.000 ka- totally filled the depression of the lateral collapse of Tiñor volcano, the
lava flows of which then spilled over the flanks of the earlier volcano. The beginning of
the construction of the E! Golfo volcano seems to have taken place after a relatively Iong
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riente. La actividad posterior al colapso en el escudo norte se concentra preferentemente
en el interior de la cuenca de deslizamiento, construyendo rápidamente el estratovolcán
Bejenado. Esta actividad es coetánea con la de otros centros residuales y dispersos en los
flancos del escudo. Las lavas inicialmente basaníticas del edificio Bejenado evolucionaron hacia tefritas máficas en centros laterales y terminales diferenciados. La actividad
del escudo volcánico terminó definitivamente hace unos 0,4 millones de años. Tras un
periodo de transición en que hay cierta actividad asociada a centros periféricos del Bejenado, el volcanismo se localiza de forma definitiva y hasta el presente en un nuevo edificio -Cumbre Vieja-, que prolonga la isla hacia el sur. Las lavas más antiguas han sido
datadas en 123 Ka, aunque las primeras erupciones del edificio volcánico Cumbre Vieja
deben ser bastante más antiguas. En esta última fase del volcanismo de La Palma se ha
configurado un rift progresivamente estructurado en la dirección N-S, con lavas predominantemente basaníticas, tefritas y tefri-fonolitas, e intrusiones en forma de domos y
coladas de tefn-fonolitas y fonolitas, asociados a episodios eruptivos que se continúan
hasta la actualidad. Recientemente se han observado y muestreado numerosos centros
emptivos submarinos que prolongan el nft de Cumbre Vieja hacia el sur en el océano,
algunos de éstos aparentemente muy recientes.
La previsible evolución geológica de este rift es similar a la de su antecesor de Cumbre Nueva. hacia un progresivo desarrollo y creciente inestabilidad, aunque pueden originarse cambios que la modifiquen hacia configuraciones más estables, fundamentalmente la progresión submarina del extremo sur del rift, que podna redistribuir el volumen de productos emitidos, rebajar la relación de aspecto del edificio volcánico y, en
consecuencia, su inestabilidad. Las fallas escalonadas generadas en la empción de 1949
han sido interpretadas como un posible desgarre del flanco occidentai del edificio volcánico, aunque una hipótesis más favorable sería la de que tales fallas son superficiales y
contribuyen a acomodar el edificio volcánico reduciendo su inestabilidad. Un aspecto a
destacar es el importante papel que ha jugado la movilidad del sistema general de alimentación del volcanismo en la forma y estructura de la isla. De no haberse producido
una emigración continua del volcanismo desde las fases finales de construcción del escudo norte, la isla de La Palma posiblemente hubiera adquirido una configuración similar a
la de las islas de El Hierro o Tenenfe, con forma de pirámide triangular, dorsales triples
y lóbulos de deslizamiento entre las dorsales. La emigración del volcanismo hacia el sur
en La Palma dejó el escudo norte extinguido, los nfts inacabados y configuró finalmente
una isla alargada en dirección N-S. Otro interesante aspecto es que las islas de La Palma
y El Hierro son las primeras de las Canarias que se están formando de forma simultánea,
con una posible alternancia de la actividad emptiva entre ambas islas, al menos en el
período más reciente. Esta «doble» alineación de islas y la mayor profundidad de su
asentamiento explican el largo tiempo que han necesitado para emerger desde la emersión de La Gomera, la anterior isla en fom-rse.
La Isla de El Hierro es geológicarnente algo más joven que La Palma y, por haberse
formado sobre una fuente magmática estacionaria, ofrece en comparación un perfecto
desarrollo concéntrico, con edificios superpuestos y un sistema regular de dorsales triples. La actividad del volcanismo subaéreo se inicia en El Hierro con el desarrollo del
edificio Tiñor en la zona NE de la isla desde aproximadamente 1;12 a 0$8 Mai con
emisión de típicos basaltos masivos poco diferenciados. El edificio se desarrolla rápidamente con diferentes estadios de crecimiento, siendo la empción del centro eruptivo del
Ventejís del estadio explosivo terminal, probablemente precursor del colapso del flanco
NO del edificio volcánico hace unos 0,88 Ma. Las emisiones del nuevo edificio volcánico
-El Golfo, aproximadamente 545 a 176 Ka- rellenan totalmente la depresión originada
por el colapso lateral del edificio Tiñor, con coladas que acaban vertiendo por los flancos
del edificio anterior. El comienzo de la construcción del edificio volcánico de El Golfo
parece haberse producido tras un periodo relativamente largo de inactividad, probablemente coincidente con el máximo desarrollo del 1-31de Cumbre Nueva en la isla de La
Palma. La actividad subaérea inicial de El Golfo se caracteriza por la emisión de lavas
basáiticas, que evoiucionan hacia traquibasaitos y traquiias hacia la parte alta del edificio, y finalmente hacia episodios eruptivos más diferenciados e indicativos del estadio
terminal de la actividad volcánica del edificio El Golfo. El excesivo crecimiento de este
edificio volcánico provocó el deslizamiento de su flanco norte, generando el espectacular
escarpe y depresión actual de El Golfo, proceso que tuvo lugar entre 21 y 133 Ka. El volca-iisiiio psieiior, a pmir de ceriuos agrupados formando un rift tripie jvoicanismo de
Rift, con edades comprendidas entre los 145 Ka y 2 . 5 0 años, con probables erupciones
prehistóricas), supone la continuación, mucho más moderada, de la actividad volcánica,
predominantemente de basanitas y tefritas. Este periodo de menor actividad emptiva
relativa podna corresponderse con el máximo desarrollo del rift de Cumbre Vieja, en la
isla de La Palma.

expected from the hotspot aaivity. La Palma and El
Hierro are the only islands of the archipelago at presenc in t h t juvenik shieId stage and h e remainder
of the Canaries are already in rhe posterosionai
smge (Fig. 3).
Regional geological framework
An lmportant change occuned after [he formarion of La Gomera, apparently splirting the E-W
L~alma+E1pHiem,~akdpatptheewestern trending, singwine,-lanarian volcanic beit into a
edge of rhe 450-km-long Canarian archipelap, & K-S rrending duaI h e , perpedicul ar to thepgrnZthe 1st d a n & to fom and the most active in the ral trend oi the archipelago (see Fig. 3). Largescale distribution and age progression in rnost
Quatemar~'.
The Canaria rest on old (Jurassic) oceanic lit- oceanic island chains are well explained by the
hosphere, La PaIma and El Hierro Iying along the steady movement of Iithospheric pIates over fixtd
masnetic anomaly M25 (about 156 ma, according mande plurnes, yielding chains of consecutive
to Klitgord and Schouten, 1986). E3ch islmd f o m s discrete volcanoes. Jn this niodel, a new island
an independent edifice, except Fuerteventura and starts to form when the bulk of h e previous one
L ; i % a r o t c 1J3g.l B anbC). Tilese edifices deve10-~ has already deveIopedFthe inter-iChncTdistance
ped on increasingly deep ocean floor, reaching a governed by lílhospheric thickness and rigidity
maximum of 3 km in La Palma and El Hierro (Fig. (Voght, 1974; ten Brink, 199 1). In the Canaries,
1 A}. Their relative topopraphic heights and subma- however, the westem isIands have developed conrinelsubaerial vohme ratios reflect thcir stage of temporaneously (Fig. 3). This impomnt change in
developmen~The isIand of Tenerife is clearly at its style may also account for the time interval of
peak of voicanic growi!~, whereas La Palma and 6
1 about 7-8 ma between the emergente of La
Hiero are stiil in thejtivenile stage of development, Gomera and ?he western Crtnaries. This is consju M e La Gomera and the eastern islands of Gran denbly longer than the time gap betufeen the forCanaxia and Fuerteventura-Lanzarore are already mation of the single-line islands, decreasing from
deeply eroded (Fig. 1).
abour 5 ma berween Fuerreventura and Gran
Lhe magmatic processes that generated the Canaria, t o <3 rna between Tenerife and La
Canariesare-relared-twhtspot+ither-spreadi~g- m F i g s ~ 2 a d - 3 ) .
westward beneath the lithosphere or fixed under a
Dud-line volcanoes, such as the Kea and Loa
plate slowly progressing eastward (Carracedo, trends in the Kawaiian Idands, have been associa1979, 1999; Hoernle and Schmincke, 2993; C m a r r ated with changa in plate motion, resulting in the
cedo et al., 1998). According to come authors, the Iocation of a volcanic loiid off the hotspot axis. In
Canarian horspot would be a part of a supeplume chis model of Hieronymus and Bercovici (1999)
responsjble for the volcanisrn extending from the compressi%-esstrsses related ro the off-axis voIcaCape Verde islands to e a s t m Europe (Hoernle t t no block the formation of the next island and split
L.
1995;Oyanun e~al-1997).
.
rhesingle-Iine-of
'
volcano&intoa-dual-line o
GeIdrnacher er al. (2001) dated rhe Madeira and nlrernating positions of volcanoes. Nowever, the
Selvagem Islands and modelled three parallel association of the duaI Iine in the Canarian chain
hotspot pathways in the eastern Nonh Atlantic, with a change in direction of the African plate is
the Madeira, Canaries and Sahara tracks. The not clear (Carracedo et al., 1998: Carracedo,
Canarian hotspot rack extended from the Lars 1999).
Seamount. to the north, to the isIand of El Hierro,
This feature may finall. explain the distribution
in about 70 ma. Any relationship of the Canaties of recent (Quaternary) volcanism in the western
~i~h~theAtlas~rectonicsseems,therefore,out~of
Cansries,Extensivepradiometricpdating~andmagplace, sincri these rracks are paralkl and con- neric strarigraph! indicate Lhat nain phases of
gruent with rhe rotdrion of the Afn'can plare defi- eniprive acrivity alternate in both isiands, at leasf
ned by Morgan ( 1 983). Only the Canaries are in the last 500 ka. as discussed later (see section
located in the prolongarion of the Atlas system. 111.1 and Fig. 72). This feature may be related to
w h k h may merely represent a geographical coin- changes in the regional stress fields associated
cidence.
with giant gravitational collapses of tht unstable
Radiomeulc dating of the oldest subaerial volca- vdcanoes at their peak of development. This may
nism (Guillou et al., 1996, 1998, and 2001) and new also account for the lack of historical eruptions
ages from L3. Gomera and Tenmife (work in pro- (last 500 years) in El Hierro while most of the hisgress.) show that the isIands have deirelopedin acre- rorical volcanism of ihe Canarian archipeiago has
emenr wíth the continuous rvesrward progressian been located in La Palma.

LA PALMA AND EL HIERRO
IN THE GEOLOGICAL COXTEXT
OF THE CANARUN ARCHIPELAGO
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Fi;. l.-Cornputer-generated 3-D images of the Canary Islands jbathymetry from Hunter et al., 1983) A) Cross section showin;
ase vs. height of the differenr islands. B) Views from the E and W of the archipelago. The progressivr drcrcase in volume of [he
island towards the continent due t n mass wasting is clearly observed, as well as the change from single to dual line after La Gomen.

Development of concepts of the geological
history of the western Canaries
F;I~terar?dc~workers(l968 &> ir;&& the firg
modern and comprehensive geological study of the
Canaries in the island of Lanzarote. This apparently
irrelevant fact rnay have imposed important difficulties on understanding key geo10,oical features of the
Canary Islands. The volcanostratigraphii¿ units defined in the easterri, posterosiunal islands, proved
unfeasible in the westem Canaries. The definition of
'Old' and 'Recent' Seíies led to considerable confusion, since the 'Olci' Series of La Palma or El Hierro
wzre found to be considerably younger than the
'Recent' Series of Fuerteventura, Lanzarote or Gran
Canaria. This circumstance rnay explain why the
knowledge cf the gev!og:,. of :he wcs:ciii Canaries
was ai best scant until a few yearc ago, lacking even
a basic geolngical map. Concurrently. the insuficient

geological knowledge of the juvenile islands hindered the earlier understanding of the role of nft zones,
gravitational collapses, etc., as key features in the
evo:.G:;un
the Cailaiies ar,d oceanic isla& in
general, as well as the definition of volcanostratigraphic units applicable to the entire archipelago.
Furthermore, this approach accounted for the diffk
culties in defining a model for the gen.esis 2nd e~o!ution of the C a n q IsIands that would most probably
have been avoided, had the study of tke Canaries
started, as in the Hawaiian Islands, in the youngest
part of thti volcanic belt. The persisrence of concepts
such as the connection of the Cananan n~agmatismtn
fractures associated with the .4iias tectonics, or the
apparently contrasting structural features in the eastern and wesrern Canaries. would probabiy have been
idcliiificd müeh cariier as iacking geoio_oicaisupport
or reflecting the different stages of evolution af the
islandc (<Carracedoet al., 1998; Carracedo, 1999).
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surfacing of the Canary Islands.

1997, 1999; Carracedo et al., 1999 a, b; Masson et
al.?2002).
The geological and geochronological study of the
westem Canaries evidenced the advantages of using
the volcano-stratigraphic units defined in the
Hawaiian Islands (MacDonald and Abbot, 1970;
Walker 1990): the shield stage and the posterosional or rejuverzated stage. These units were applied

ages of Tenenfe and La Gornera (work in progress).

to the Canaties (Carracedo et al., 1998; Carracedo,
1999) instead of volcanic series or cycles (Fúster et
al., 1968 a-d: Schmincke, 1982). The studies cmied
out in the westem Canaries and in the Madeira and
Selvagem islands greatly contributed to show the
Canaries not as a singular volcanic archipelago related to the .Atlas tectonics, but as a part of the numerous hotspot islancl chains in the eastern North

Atiantic, strikingly sjnlilar to the Hawaiian group
and, in general, to oceanic volcanic islands (Carracedo, 1979, 1999 a; Carracedo e&al., 1998; Geldnzacher et al.. 2001). However, the Canaries preser~ c impatant
s
peculiarities. such as the lack of sipnificanr suhsidence (Schrnincke et al.. 1997; Carracedo et al.. 1998; Canacedo, 1999 a) and other features sumrnaized by Schmjncke (1994.

GEOLOGY AND VOLCANOLOGY
OF THE ISLANI) OF LA PALhL4
Geomorphological features
Tlie island of La Palma is thr fifth in extension
(706 km" of the Canaries and the second in eievation (3.423 m asl), after Tenerife. The islruid is elongated in a N-S trend and is made up of two main
polygenetic stratovolcanoes separated by a saddle
(the \'alle de Aridane depression): the conical norchem shield and the elongated Cumbre Vieja volcano at the southem part of the island (Fig. 3). Both
volcanoes reach considerable heights (2.430 and
!390 m as!, respecthdy).
Rainfall is relatively high (up to 900 mrn in the,
surnmit areas) because of the altitude and the
island's location withh the Atlantic. High erosion
rates have originated deep? Oahu-type barrancos i~
the northern shield, whereas the younger Cumbre
Vieja volcano is barely incised. Perched ice sheets
seem to have fonned on the surnmit of the northem
shield, particulatly during glaciations, accounting
for the periglacial features observed. Rainfall is,
however, rnuch lower than in most tropical oceanic
islands (Hawaii, Réunion, etc.). Consequently, the
island is less vegetated and rock outcrops are abundant and fresh. The dernand for water by farming
prompted the perforation of several hundred kilometres of horizonta1 wells or galerias to mine
groundxater, providing a unique mode of access to
the deep structure of the island volcanoes.
Steep slopes are frequent in the island, being
mainly stnictural in the tlanks of the Cumbre Vieja
volcano, and structural and erosive in the northern
shield. The main depressions of the island, the Valle
de Aridane and the Caldera de Taburienre, the latter
formerk considered to be the protorypical erosion
caldera after Lyell's report in 1864, were initiated
by gravitational landslides (Machado, 1963; hncnchea el al., 1994: Carracedo. 1994; Carracedo et al.,
1999 a. b'i.
~ i g &astal
h
cliffs are frequenr in rhe n o n h m
shield, where rockfails favour the rapid regression

of the coasdine. Conversely, the cliffc of the Cumbre Vieja volcano are lower and the veríicality frequently smoothed by lava f l o ~ and
s coastal piatfoms that fossilize the cliffs and retard the progression of coastal erosion. Beaches are sparse and
made up of basalric blocks, pebbles and sand.
Beachrocks have formed and are in progress in
several beaches of the westem coast of the Cumbre
Vieja volcano (Calvet et al., in press).
Swarh h?th,:rmetrg coverage a r o u ~ dL a Palma
(Masson et al.. 2002) shows imporiant features related to the constructional and destructive events of
the submarine part of the island. The shaded relief
images obtained by these auth~rs(Fig. 5 ) d m d y
outline B e debns avalanche deposits oñginated in
gra~iiationalslope failures (DAD in Fig. 5) and h e
subrnarine extension of the main nft zonec (SSR in
Fig. 5).

Age of volcanism
About 118 radiometnG ages (WAr,40Ar-39Arand

'Tc)
of volcanics of La Palma have been published

since the first ages obtained by Abdel Monem and
co-workers in 1972. However, the increase in the
n,,-ha..
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the precise reconstruction of the geochronology and
volcanic history of the islands, because of the
absence in some cases of stringent controls in the
E P ~ C ~ ~ofO rock
E
síimpks ur?d htrr-!ahs:at~r);
cross-checking. Contraríly to geochemical analyses,
dating methods lack precise controls of the accuracy and reliability of the results (ages). Argon Ioss
or excess in rock samples can result in erroneous
ages that nevertheless are usually published and
generally accepted. As the number of ages increases
the errors also increase and, if al1 the ages are
equally considered, the stages of volcanic history of
the islands tend to be artificially enlarged and confusinp. as illustrated in Fig. 6.
The precision of rhese ages has been greatly
improved by: 1) using both K/Ar and 'OAr-jg~r
methodc. 2) using replicate age deternlinations, 3)
collecting samples in stratipraphíc sequences, 4)
separating out microcrystalline groundmass for K
and Ar analysis, 5 ) using an unspiked K-Ar technique (Cassignol et al., 1978) to determine the isotopic composition of Ar and Ar content with a precision of 0.4% (t 2s). 6) cross-correlating the ages
and their polarities with the magnetostratigraphy
defrned !Y fidd m d l&etmq =P,~SYT~IZ~UPLLS
ami
with the éstablished geomagnetic and astronornic
polarity time scales (GPTS and APTS) (Carracedo,
1975: Carracedo and Soler, 1995; Guillou et al.,
1996. !998,200 11.
U

AA..

Fig. 4.-Shaded

relief irnage of La Palma showing the main geornorphological features (irnage GRAFCAN).

Thr: island of La Palma is probably a prime sceto sruay rbe durarion of each volcanic stage of
an oceanic volcano and ro check the consistency of
the radiometrii ages obtainrd. The rapid and contiRlled =C T-T ~ ~ W ! I ~ l f[he istand and the l ~ o m o * r n r ~ tnvi
?-..Y-'=
[he volcanjc formations make thz combinauon of
geological mapping, magnetiisiratigraphy and
radiometri~dating extremely useful to individualize
sach unit strarigraphically and temporallqr.This pro\.ides a framework for further control of [he reliabiIity of the ages and to cross-examine the rzsults
obtained by the different methods. Preliminary
ivorks in La Palma bj7Abdel hlonern et al. (1972),
Sraudigel et al. (1986) and Ancochea et al. (1994)
esrablished an age interval from about 2 ma to present for the voIcanic activit) of La Palma (B, C 2nd
D in Fig. 6j. Anorher 85 unspiked KíAr 2nd " ~ r ".4r ases from La Palma (Fig. 7 and Table 1) have
been pubhshed by Guillou and co-workers (1998,
2001) and Canacedo and co-workers (2001 a, b).
Moreover, some of these flows recorded reversals
of the earth's magnetic field andior magnetic evcntb
(Abdel-Monem et al., 1972; Carracedo, 1979; QuidelIeur and Valer, 1994: Guillou et al., 1998, 2001;
Canacedo et al., 2001 a, b; Singer et al., 2002).
Npvrflhele~s,gn!y rece.fit!v has LI e~?ensi.;'rcemparison been attempted between the radiometric
ages and the geomagnetic and astronomical polarity
time scales (GPTS and APTSj in order to test the
oeological significance ef the published K-Ar ages
Tor the uestern Canaries (GuilIou et al., 2001;
Cmacedo et d.,2001 a, b).
Detailed geological and palaeomagnetic polarity
mapping of the islands of Tenerife, La Palma and El
Hierro alIowed the sampling of rocks for dating
aftcr defining their relative stratigraphic position
and geomagnetic polarity (Canacedo, 1979; Guillou et al., 1996, 2001: Carracedo et al., 7001 a, bj.
In La Palma, two dating techniques from difiereni
laboratories, the i~nspikedK-Ar (Guillou
ai.,
1996) and w A r - 3 9(Guillou
~
et al., 2001;)methods,
were combined to ensure the overall geological si$,,iGmo
-+?.a- - - - - 1.
L a L - u t ~ ~L
~U UIC +
pJ0.
U I ~ I G S v i Uie sluric voicanic
units were dated using both techniques for comparisan purposes. Thr magnetic polarip of each unit
ufas established on thv field using a portable magnetometer (f~ x g 2 f _2nd
~ ) re:l5:n:ed
blr !ab=rst=:y
mzasurements. Radionxtric ages were confronred
.i>olcnrityages and, when possible, dated sarnpies
u'ere colkcted within well-established stratigraphic
ssctions in lava seguences; and at t h e lomrer and
upper limits of the rnain volcanic sequences and
geomagnetic polarity units. The results of this res~rictibtmultidisciplinary approach for dating che
island of La Palma are shoivn in Figs. 7 and 8 and
Table l . These ages show that KV,TI separate voiza-,-.-

---*

Fig. 5.-Shaded relief image of La Palma and El Hierro u ~ t h
indication of the main features of ths submanne flanks: submarine rifrc (SSR in the figure) and debris ava1anche deposirs
from graviiational f i a d collapses {DAD).Images from hlasson
et al.. 2002.

noes, corresponding ro the northem skield and thc
cumbre .v7ieja voicano, form the subaerial part of
the island. The apparent gap scparatins thr developm n t of thesr volcanoes (see Figs. 6 and 8 ) may
correspond either to a period of vokanic quiescence, vi :a iiicomphe sailiyiing of ihr ea~iicr,iriaccessibie sequences of the inicial sLages cf Cumbre
Vieja volcano.
Several features of Fi;. 6 are worthy of analysis.
lince the ages r e p - m j hi, !he diffprent p z p =e
taken from t h s same volcanrc forrnations they
should h e consistent within some error margin.
However, as indicated in Fig. 6, there is a ciear dispariry in thr apes 2nd duration of the Cumbre V i z j ~
and Bejznado i olcanoes. NEY~.
(25)radiometriz ages

Table l.-Location,
Sarnple
CILP 62
LPD-159
LPD-155
LPD-119
cm-21
CITB -06
CITB -05
LPD- 118
cm-22
CILP-63
LPD-376
CITB-19
LPD-372
LPD-160
LPD- 100
LPD- 1O6
LPD-366
cm49
CITB-23
Cm-O8
LPD-93
CI TB-38
LP-o5
cm-31
CITE-35
LP-18
LP 06
LPD-87
LPD- 164
LP-19
CITB-15
LP-O7
CITB-36
C-m-30
BEJ-02
cm-20
Cm-32
LP-22
LP-21
LP-20
cm-39
LPD-9 1
Cm-27
LPD-9 1B
cm-37
cm-o7
LP-04
Cm-O3
ClTB-28
CITB- 12
CITB- l?
BU-OlB
BU-O1
cm-11
Cm-Ui
LPD- 165
MLP-358
CITB-24
MLP4 19
LPD-137

Lucality

type of rock, geomagnetic polarity and age of volcanics from La Palma
(Ages from Guillou et al., 1998,2001)
Type of rock

Galería Cuevitas, 2,600 m
Basalt
Galería Los Hombres, 1,500 m
Basalt
Galería Los Hombres, 2,100 m
Basalt
Basalt
Bco. El Agua, 1,365 m
Bco. Las Grajas, 1,630 m
Basalt
Basalt
Bco. Gallegos. 455 m
Basalr
Bco. El Agua, 485 m
Basalt
Bco. El Agua, 1,465 m
Eco. Franceses, 415 m
Basalr
Galena Cuevitas, 1,600 m
Basalt
Bco. Los Hombres, 115 m
Basalt
Bco. Gallegos, 470 m
Basalt
BCO.Jieque, 1,400 m
Basalt
Galena Los Hombres, 1,400 m
Basalt
Tamagantera trail, 2,160 m
Basalt
Tamagantera trail, 1,920 m
Basalt
La Cumbrecita, 1,400 m
Basalt
Bco. de Los Hombres, 245 m
Basalt
Bco. Franceses, road east of barranco, 440 m Basalt
Basalt
Bco. de Los Hombres, 15 m
Basalt
Lomo del Caballo, 1,860 m
Bco. Gallegos, road east of barranco, 515 m Basalr
Bco. Las Angustias, 45 m
Basalt
Hacienda del Cura, 1,080 m
Basalt
Basalt
Barranco de Los Hombres, 60 m
Basalt
Road to L o s Llanos-Sta. Cruz, Km 18.5
Basali
Bco. Las Angustias, 445 m
Bco. El Agua, trail to Marcos-Cordero, 360 m Basalr
Galena Los Hombres, 675 m
Basalt
Basalt
Road to Los Llanos-Sta. Cruz, Km 18.3
Bco. Seco, 270 m
Basalt
E1 Time, 465 m
Basalt
Road to La Fajana Los Hombres, 280 m
Basalt
!A Cv&recit%?,
d y k , !,305 m
Borehole S-01 3 15 m
Basalt
Bco. del Cedro, 1,850 m (sobre discordancia) Basalt
Barranco Jieque, 1,460 m
Basalt
Basalt
Camino Ermita La Peña, 1,247 m
Camino Emita La Peña 1310 m
Baali
Camino Emita La Peña, 1,370 m
Basalt
Bco. Franceses, road east of barranco, 470 m Basalt
Basa1t
Lava from Mña. de La Yedra
Basalt
Road El Roque to the coast, 635 m
Tephrite
Lava from Mña. de La Yedra
Road to La Fajana de Los Hombres, 330 m Basalt
Bco. Gallegos, 520 m
Basalt
Ermita de La Peña mil, 1,400 m
Basalt
Punta Gorda harbour cliff, 125 m
Basalt
Basalt
Bco. del Roque. 560 m
Coast of Puntallana (Pta. Salinas), 90 m
Basalt
Coast of La Fajana de Barlovento, O m
Basalt
Lava from Bejenado, borehole S-01.73 m
Basalt
Lava from Bejenado, borehole S-01,73 m
Basalt
Bco. El Jurado, 500 m
Basalt
Lava Mna. Negra, h.
Gutiérrez, 36l m
Basait
Galena Los Hombres, 220 m
Basalt
Morro Pinos Gachos (westem rim of the Caldera) Phonolite
Basalt
Coast of Juan Adalid, 250 m
Piedra Llana (NE. Caldera)
Phonolite
Top of Bejenado, 1,580 m
Basalt

UTM

Po1

Method

Age mean value

WAr
@ArP9.4r
10Ar139Ar
WAr
WAr
WAr
QAr/39,4r
WAr
WAr
10ArP9Ar
WAr
QArP9Ar
4ArP9Ar
40Ar/39Ar
@Ar/39~r
40ArP9Ar
WAr
WAr
WAr
40M9Ar
WAr
WAr
K/AI
WAr

WAr
WAr
4oAr/39~r
40Ar/39Ar
WAr

U.!
WAI
WAr
K'AWAr
KIAr
WAr
K/Ar
KIAr
WAr

WAr
4ArP9Ar
WAr
40ArI39Ar
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr
*Arp9Ar
WAr
WAr
WAr
joArP9Ar
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Tabk 1.-location, Lype o€rwk, geomagnetic polarity and age of volcanics from La Palma
(Ages from Guillou et al, 1998,2001) (conrinwdj

Tamaganrera, mi1 2,310 m
Cliff of Playa de La Vcta, 250 m
Cliff of Piay a Nueva
Cliff of Puerto Naos
CIiff of Pueno Tazacon*
Ciiff of Puerto Naos
C!iff of Playa Nueva
Ciiff of Puerto Naos
Roque Teneguk
La Fajana, Lava frorn V. Fuego
C-832 Km 39. Dome of E a . María
Cliff of Puerto Tigaiare
Lava dome of Mendo
Tiguerorte. Bco. La Lava
Las Salineras
Cliff of Puerto Tipalate (80 m)
C-832 Km 39 Km 34
C-S32 Km 39
35.5
Cliff of Playa Nueva
Road to airporr Km 1.2
Charcoal in phreatornag. ash,
Bco. Llanos del Agua
Barranco Los Llanos del Agua
Búigoyo, northem f l d
C-832
75.5. b.;a fro,~,
V.
ixj
J2s Indias. Lava from V. La Fajam

m

_

La Fa.iana

Craier of El Fraile cone
Nanlbroque, SE flank.
Lava fiüm MÍía. Goteras voicano

Basalr
Basair
Basalt
Basa1t
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Phonolire
Tephrite
Phonolitc
Tephri-Phonolite
Traqui-Phonolite
Tepíuite
Basanitl
Tephrite-Trachybas
Tephn-Phonoiite
Teptui-Phonolite
Basdt
Basdt

Charcoal
Charcoal
Tephrite
"
.
L
1 FplllL~TlIUllUULG

Tephrite
Charcoal
Chucod
Ch3.Icoal

*.

numan 'mnes

obtained by Guillou et al. (1998, S001 and this
1A
Crnm +h.."?.
v.v
nj
UlbaG ~ C . Ú I ~ V C SL,U U ~
üf LUi~iiliii ~Uatigraphic sections, show the lava outcrops of the
Cumbre Vieja constrained to the last 123 ka. Contranly, the ages of Abdel hlonem et al. (1972) and
4-ncwhea et u!. (199.4) fsr the same v~!cui,ic
sequences are significant1-j older, many of them
from intnisions thaf are dated as older than the lavas
they intrude. As discussed below, the Bejenado volcano developed unconfombly on t_h dehric m lanche deposits of the Cumbre Nueva flankcollapse
at about 560 ka (Carracedo et al., 1999 a, b) and
should, therefore. be younger than this age. However, mosr of the ages reported by Ancochea et al.
( 199:) predate the coIIapse and, accordingly, this
volcano should be anrenor and not the fillinp of the
collapse embayrnent. Finally, the apparentiy importanr gap between the Tabunente and Garafía coicanoes &o&er and Upper Old Series of Ancochea et
al., 1993) merely reflects incomplete sampling, as
in the ages from Abdel Moneni et al. (1972) 2nd
Staudigei et al. (1986).
m..-^
i i i c uirferences
~
are reievant to &e detin~uonof
rhe wlcanic stratgraphy and histoq of La Palma,
uVuL

2 T

rr-

-"-A^^

-^A-.

and stress the conveniente of interlaboratory crosscliilei-&ng.
Main ~tratigrag~c
units and volcanoes
The two main stages of the development of oceaníc uolcanaes, the submarine and subaerial stages,
outcrop in La Palma. aFter the former was uplifted
to &out I h S!.
The main volcanic stratigaphy units of La Palma
were defmcd from the ages and the magnetic stratigaphy sbown in Fig. S. Two different overlapping
voicanoes. [he Garafía and Tahi'riente vo!canoes,
were defined in the northern shield, notwithstanding
the facr that the eruptive activiry has been substantially uninterrupted. This separation was feasible
because of the presence a regional angular discordance,&e result of the lateral collapse of the Gadía volcano at about 1.2 ma,as already pointed out by Ancochea ec al. (2994). As discussed below in delczil, a
change iin eruptive style allowed the definition of
two phases -Louer and Upper- in the Tabunente
volcano. Another general discordante related to a
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Fip. 6.4omparison of the ages published from volcanics and intrusives of La Palma.

major gravitational collapse made the separation of
the Bejenado volcano possible. All these volcanoes
overlap to form the northern shield of La Palma,
whereas the Cumbre Vieja forms a cIearly independent feature (see Figs. 4, 6, 7 and 8).
Secúons in difrerent iocaiities of the laburiente
and Garafía volcanoes, shown in Fig. 9, give a clear

indication of the consistency of the ages obtained
and their correlation with the established geomagnetic time scale. Similar agreement was attained
with the palaeomagnetic and volcanostratigraphic
units defined in water tunnels or galerías of the
nonhern shieia (Fig. iO).Tiese stratigraphic units
were, therefore, used in voícanostratigraphic corre-
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GALER~ALOS HOMBRES,GARAF~A,LA PALMA ( 1125 m asl)
TABURlENTE VOLCANO

~ A R A F L AVOLCANO-SEAMOUNT
l
I
Dykes 90-100" (N,R) 1
Dykes 3400 (R)
1

GALERIA CUEVITAS, BARLOVENTO, LA PALMA ( 595 m asl)
TABURIENTE VOLCANO

1~

A R A FVOLCANO
I A

ISEAMOUNT

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

Normal polarity

0 Keverse

Fig. 10.-Disposition

poiarity

and extension of the main magnetozones defíned in the northem shield in the Los Hombres and Cuevitas
galenás. N: Normal polarity, R: Reverse polarity.

- Substantiai terrestriai unconforrnities, with
significant topography, which mark erosion down to
the leve1 of the dyke swarms and, in some cases, the
plutonic complexes. In other places, however, kancitinnz! recpences with on!y mV,~,ratedyke U W C , ~ ,
densities and, typically, littoral volcanic facies are
present.
Radiometric data for the «basa1 complexes» are
commonly in coniradiction to field evidente, parti-

cuiarly in regard to their relationships to the overlying subaerial volcanic rocks. This most probably
reflects the widespread use of dating techniques on
unsuited, altered rocks. The Seamount Series of La
?s!mr h s been upprsximutdy Uzed as L!ic;cene (34 ma) using foraminifera (Globorotalia crassaformis, Neogloboquadrina humerosa, Globoquadrina
altispira and Globorotalia puncticulata) found in
hyaloclastites interbedded in the subrnarine lavas
(Staudigel, 1981, 1997).

Caldera de Taburiente
I

Fip. 1l.-Oblique aerial view of the northem shield and the Caldera de Taburiente. The Bejenado volcano forms the left-hand wall
of the Caldera.

The Searnount Series of La Palma only outcrops
inside the Caldera de Tabuiente (Fig. 1l), exposed h).
he deep incision originated by a large gravitational
collapse and subsequent erosion. However, it forms
the deep core of the northern shield. where its extension and disposition have been derermined by Cwllo
í i%7! hrough obsenation in gaierías @p.
i3). it
ionsists of tu^ main mi&, m extnisive sequence of
la'ered lavas md an intrusive (plutonic) sequence.
Huu ever, according LO Staudigel (19811, borh series
!?r.irip
--- nrnorer~;~i,=.lxrfl l~V lnl *mchqlln~iiir,orzr

a-

r-VO..,LU"VL'

L1IIG&LIV"*

V l U C C l

l~troa
I U . U
.
,

\a""

Fig. 13 A, B) to a &tonic core (Fig. 13 C).
The extrusive Seamount Series
Staudisel (1961, 1997;) and Staudigel and Schminrke (1984) have described this Series in derail.

The outcrop of the Barranco d e Las Angustias
consists of a layered sequence of pillow lavas and
volcaniclasrics grading to a sheeied dyke swarm
(Fiss. 13 and 14). Two sections have been separated by these authors (Fig. 14): a shallou-water and
a deep-water facies, the deepest outcrnpping inside
the Caiciera at Ei Carbón (365 m asi), and the snal l o ~ e s rat La Viña 1115 m adj. 'l'hesz reprzsent a
1.8-km section at the ilank of the seamount. Thz
layered sequence of thz Mi-SE-trending suhmariti!ted 59" te {he
!a~vasand t,rG!canic!ast!cs
SU; parallel to the axis of the barranco, caused by
endozenous growth and intrusisn. The shaliowwater f a c m include a iarge fraction of volcaniclastics. ivhereas the deep-water facies are predominantlv made of thick pillo\* Iavas, similar to
deep abyssal hills on the'ocean floor (Staudigcl,
1981, 1997j.
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Fig. 12.-Disposition and approximate extension (from Coello,
1987) of the seamount. Contourr nf the cubaenal volcanoes and
the underlying searnount are indicated for cornpanson.

An interesting feature of the extrusive Seamount
Series is the continuous proprade hydrothermal
metamorphism. First described by Hernández
Pacheco and Santín (1974) and later by Staudigel
(1981), metarnorphism gades from low (<lo "C) alteration at the top of the formation to medium-grade
rnetamorphism (greenschist facies metamorphism)
near the base (Hernández Pacheco and Fernández
Santin, 1974; Staudigel and Schmincke, 1984;
SchifIman and Staudigel, 1993, 1995). For these
last authors, the paragenesis and rnineralogical
zonation observed imply a metamorphic gradient of
200-300 "Cíkm and the circulation of a high rate of
fluids over a long period, that has alrnost completely altered the original igneous minerals of these
rocks. Hydrothermal alteration has likewise contributed to erase the original magnetization of the
rocks (Gee et al., 1993) and has led to significant
variations in the concentration of certain elements
such as Re and Os (Marcantonio et al., 1995).

Fig. 13.-View of increasingly deeper facies of the seamouni
i n ine bed oi ñ c o . ue Las Ángusrias. Á j Shaiiow piiiou iaias.
B) Hyaloclastite breccias. C) Dyke swarrn intrud:ng rhe sumanne formations.
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hp.Il-Submanne extrusive sequence in the Caldera de Tabunente (modified kom Staudigel and Schmuicke, 1983). 1 Lo 4 mdicate
different facies of increasing water depth.

-ne intrusive Searnount Series
1

Intrusions inside the Caldera conespond to the
searnount and the subsequent subaerial volcanism,
rnd _r&q seí;a;Qted ir;:v ffLi'ee,TIGii groups:
1. Trachytic-phonolitic domes of Dos Aguas.
This unit outcrops in an arc between the Barranco
de Tabunente, Dos Aguas, El Carbón and Los Bre&OS and exrends approximareiy over some 2 Km'.
Tfiese materials have previously been interpreted as
salic rocks (Hernández Pacheco and Fernández Santín. 1974, and keratophyres or metatrachytes (Staudigel and Schmir?&e, !?g4). Ir. un:,. case, xhey
remain considerably indeterminate, due, on the one
pan, to the fact that they appear as metric-sized
fragments between the dense dyke swarm and, on
the other. to Cheir high degree of compositional and
textura1 alteration.
De la Nuez recognized two main hpes of facies
(1984), a coarse-to-medium-grain breccia and a

massive facies. The breccias are preferentially locaIized close to the contact with the submarine volcanic formation, while thc massive facies are located
towards the cenfre of the fonnation.
of pillout
. . a-e Clasts
lavas of &' eaí;h-r+;c
couiíjosi~Gn
OtselYe~
iri b\e
breccias, indicating that they were probably fomed
in a mxine environment. Relict flow sú-uctures and
some fragments that seem to correspond to pyroclastic products have been detected in !he marsive
facies. This trachytic and phonolitic forrnation, probably corresponding to one or several domes intmding the basaitic submarine formation in the deepest
sequences, appear crossed by a dense dyke sswarm
and by several plutonic bodies several rens ro hundreds of metres thick.

3. lntrusive piufonic roch. Numerous plutonic
bodies, tens to hundreds of meues thick. outcrop at
rhe bottom of the Caldera de Taburiente over an area
of several km'. They correspond to multiple intrusions associated to submarine and subaenal eruptions,

ernergence of the island and, therefore, feed the
submarine formation. The third group, more
recent and unrotated, is related to the subaerial
volcanoes.
Garafia Volcano
This first subaerial volcanism formed the Garafía volcano overlying in clear angular and erosive
discordance and entirely mantling the uplifted and
tilted Pliocene seamount. Outcrops of the Garafía
volcano are limited to erosive windows at the
headwalls and beds of the deepest barrancos of the
north and southwest flanks of the northem shield
(Fig. 16). These outcrops were interpreted as
corresponding to the Basa1 Complex (Hernández
Pacheco, 1974), Taburiente I (Navarro and Coello,
1994), or as Lower Old Series (Coello, 1987;
Ancochea and coworkers, 1994). However, there
are reasons for separating this volcano as an independent unit. The radiometric and palaeomagnetic
Fig. 15.-Percentage of dykes and sills in the Caldera de data indicate that this volcano formed between
Taburiente.
1.722 and 1.208 ma, the period corresponding to
the Matuyama post-Olduvai and the Cobb Mt
event (see Figs. 7, 8 and 16 and Table 1). The
lower
lirnit of this volcano can be set at 1.77 ma,
reaching, in places 75% of ,me rock (Fig. 15). Howesince
the
normal polarity lavas of the Olduvai
ver, it is very difficult to individualize plutonic
event
(see
Fig. 8) have not been found at the basa1
bodies or separate those belonging to the searnount
sequences
of the volcano, even at the discordant
from those corresponding to the subaerial Garafía,
contact
with
the underlying searnount formations,
Taburiente and Bejenado volcanoes.
as
occurs
in
the
galerías Los Hombres and CueviThree main groups of gabbros have been separatas
(Fig.
10).
ted (see geological map), the first two corresponThe volcanic activity in the northern shield conding to the submarine edifice, and the third to intrutinued
without significant interruptions until
sions related to the subaerial volcanism (Carracedo
about
0.4
ma (see Fig. 8). The separation of the
et al., 2001 a, b). The oldest gabbros outcrop in the
Garafía
and
the subsequent Taburiente volcanoes
northern half of the Caldera, the most probable
has
hem
feasih!e
becaüse in many m a s &eir coniocation of the submarine emission centres. The
tact
is
an
angular
andlor erosive discordance, orimost recent gabbro intrusives are located to the
ginated
by
the
afore-mentioned
gravitational
south, probably related to the emission centres of
collapse
of
the
south
flank
of
the
former
volcano
the Taburiente and Bejenado volcanoes.
approximately 1.2 ma ago. The large collapsed
3. Dyke swarms. The dyke network is highly portion of the volcano, and the superposition of
developed throughout the submarine edifice, with a about 1.000 m of lavas of the subsequent Tabumaximum density at the centre of the Caldera de riente volcano made the approximate reconstrucTaburiente and along the Barranco de Las Angus- tion of the extension and configuration of the
tias, decreusing gradüa!!y towards :he edges aí;d Garafia volcariü diffieuit. However, its disrribudownwards. The maximum intrusion can make up tion in the subsoil has been approximately defined
as much as 100% of the rock (always more than by means of the numerous galerías excavated for
75%) in the barrancos of Taburiente, Verduras de groundwater mining in the northern shield (CoeAlfonso and Los Cantos, while down at La Viña 110, 1987; Carracedo et al., 2001 a, b). These
dykes constitute less than 10% of the rock (Fig. 15). observations indicate that the Garafía volcano
Staudigel and coworkers (1986) separated three developed as a steeD cone, with lava flows consisgroups of dykes with different ages and general tently exceeding 200, frequently 30-35", and cloorientation. The two older groups are rotared due sely centred over the seamount (see Fin. 16). The
to the tectonic uplift of the seamount prior to the mean thickness of the formation (some 400 m)
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and the underlying seamount by a marked erosive
discordance. In the interior of severa1 galerías (Los
Hombres, for example) this formation outcrops at
the base of Garafía volcano.
The characteristics of this formation suggest that
it may derive from colluvial and landslide deposits
and from the erosion of the seamount and the Garafía volcanoes. However, outcrops at the eastem half
of La Caldera (Fig. 16) appear as tectonised and
recrystallised breccias, interpreted as debris avalanche deposits, probably relicts from the collapse of
the Garafía volcano.
Taburiente Volcano
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mes of lavas. The eruptive vents progressively
grouped along preferred lineaments to conform
radial nfts, as evidenced by the presence of zones of
lavas separated by groups of cinder cones. This
change in explosiveness and vent organization
seems to be a common feature in the juvenile
shields in the western Canaries, and has been observed as weIl in the Tiñor and El Golfo volcanoes, in
El Hierro.
The general change in eruptive style, giving place
to volcanic formations with distinct features within
the Taburiente volcano, occurred at about 0.8 ma,
approxirnately coinciding with the MatuyamafBrunhes change of polarity, providing an isochrone
easily detected and mapped with portable fluxgate
magnetometers.

The Taburiente volcano comprises de volcanic
activity located in the northern shield from the
collapse of the Garafía volcano (at about 1.2 ma) Lower Tabunente
until eruptions ceased at about 0.4 ma. The first
post-collapse eruptive activity, originated from
Figure 17 shows the outcrops of the Lower Tabuvents dispersed on the flanks of the Garafía volcano riente, mainly constrained, as mentioned, to the
and inside the collapse embayment, filled the tecto- deep N and NE barrancos and at the foot of the Calnic depression and piled on the flanks of the shield. dera de Taburiente wall.
As the eruptions ceased at the end of the Taburiente
The contact of the Lower Taburiente formations
volcano activity, three concentrically overlapping with the substratum is frequently occupied by depovolcanoes have coalesced to form the northern sits of agglomerates, breccias, phreatomagmatic
shield of La Palma, their geometric centre situated pyroclasts and lahars, which seems to indicate that
approximately at the vertical of the present head- the beginning of the Taburiente volcano was marwall of the Caldera de Taburiente.
ked by explosive eruptions, ranging from suomboThe Taburiente volcano occupies practically al1 lian to surtseyan, depending on the degree of waterthe northern shield, covering the underlying volca- magma interaction. The oldest visible Lower Tabunoes with more than 1000 m of lavas. Complete riente unit is a plateau formed by a succession of
volcanic sequences can be observed at the head- horizontal lava flows (at times with a small inclinawalls and walls of the deepest northem barrancos tion against the slope), about 400 m thick, with
and in the wall of the Caldera de Taburiente.
sparse pyroclastic intercalations and relatively few
The volcanic activity of the Taburiente volcano dykes, perched at the surnmit of the northern shield
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homogeneous that it did not give place to generali- wall of the Caldera de Taburiente, but the best outzed discordances or other features sustaining clear crops are located at the erosional windows of the
stratigraphic subdivisions. However, earlier authors headwalls of the barrancos of Las Grajas, Los Homhad already separated stratigraphic units in this vol- bres, Franceses, Gallegos and El Agua. In these outcano, either as volcanic Series (Coello, 1987; Anco- crops the horizontal lava sequence appears resting
chea et al., 1994), or volcanic edifices (Navarro and in angular and erosive discordance over the Garafía
Coello, 1994; Carracedo et al., 1997 b, 2001 a, b; volcano (see Figs. 9 and 10).
Guillou et al., 2001). The only geological feature
The lava flows of the plateau always present norwe have observed io suppon íhe separaiion o i units mal poiariiy anci have been datea in i.62 to i.Oa
in this volcano is based on a change in eruptive ma. They therefore seem to correspond to the Jarastyle. The lower volcanic sequences outcropping at millo normal polarity event (0.996-1.053 ma) and
the headwalls and beds of the deepest barrancos are have been apparently ernitted at extremely fast rates
characterized by the predominante af pyroclastic (Smm/y),
apparently a c.omm<'n ch~a~.te.~stic.
of
deposits densely crossed by dykes. These features post-collapse volcanism, such as the Bejenado, El
suggest a wide dispersion of the initial, predomi- Golfo, Post-Cañadas, etc. This plateau was first
nantly explosive eniptive centres. In the advanced explained by Coello (1987) and Navarro and Coello
stages of the Taburiente volcano the eruptions chan- (1994) as the filling-up with lavas of two large raviged to more effusive, with emission of large volu- nes excavated at the contact betwezn Garafía volcarinn+..-.iin>.n
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normal polarity lavas
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Fig. 17.-Outcrops o í the Lowm Tabunerite volcano.

no (Taburiente 1for these authors) and the submarine basement. However, the la& of significant interruptions in the eruptive activity s h o n~ b! the
:adiam;ric ageS jceiiib iII~O1lIpdiibit
Wi&l he:SUCcessive incision of several hundreds of metres deep,
Seep barrancos, brir subsequen1 filling ~ 5 t lavas,
h

and the erosion required to generate the lava plateau
by relief inversion. A more plausible explanation,
consrstent wiui the geochronological and stratigrapk ~ r ; d&&, S;
filiiiig i%h\
~f thc deprcssiün
fonned in the lateral collapse of the south flank of
Garafia volcano already described.
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Taburiente

Fig. 18.-Views of the Lower Taburiente horizontal lavas overlying unconformably the Gamfía volcano. A) The Tarnagantera
section. B) View from the NW (from Bco. de Las Grajas).
--

Upper Tabunente

The Upper Taburiente unit completely mantles
the northern shield (Fig. 19), except in the erosional
windows at the headwalls of the deep northern
barrancos and at the Caldera de Taburiente. Instead
of enl-ing significantly the extension of the northern shield, this volcanic phase built a progressively higher and steeper volcano. The Upper Taburiente formation corresponds to the culrnination of
the construction of the northem shield, involving
the emission of a sequence of lavas about 1000-m
thick. erupted from about 0.8 ma to some 0.4 ma
(see Fig. 8j.
The Upper Tabunente lavas present great stmctural and morphological uniformity, appearing in
thick sections of basaltic lava flows with sparse
pyroclastic beds and dykes, except in the rift zones,
where cinder cones are predominant and dykes are
abundant (see Figs. 19 and 35). Coastal hydromagmatic cones are relatively abundant, such as the
spectacular tuff cone of La Galga, north of Puntallana, with phreatomagmatic eruptions of slightly differentiated magmas that emitted very thick ignim-

brites, and the tuff cone of La Caldereta, near Santa
Cruz de La Palma.
The final stages of activity of the Upper Taburiente may have formed a central volcano, possibly
reaching 2.500-3.000 m asl, with late stages of terminal differentiated lavas and explosive eruptions.
Although salic matenals have not previously been
described from Taburiente volcano, flows of mafic
phonolites and trachytes outcrop at the rim of the
Caldera de Taburiente, as well as severa1 metresthick block and ash flow deposits, possibly associated with eruptions that emitted juvenile phonolites
(see geological map).
Emptive activity seems to have started a constant
southward migration at the final stages of the Upper
Taburiente, finally leaving the northern shield inactive. Eruptions concentrated in the southern part,
developing the Cumbre Nueva rift that becarne progressively steeper and unstable. The collapse of the
western fiank of the rift forrned the southem depression that initiated the Caldera de Taburiente (see
Fig. 19). Post-collapse activity in the northern
shield mainly concentrated inside the collapse
embayment to form the nested Bejenado volcano,
although disperse eruptions on the flanks of the
shield postdated the Bejenado volcano unti10.4 ma.
The Bejenado volcano
The Bejenado volcano is the continuation of the
Upper Taburknte volcanism immediately after the
above-mentioned Cumbre Nueva gravitational
collapse (see Fig. 8). The separation of this volcano
from the remainder of Taburiente is based, similarly
to the Garafía volcano, on the occurrence of a gravitational collapse generating a general discordance,
over which the Bejenado volcano developed. This
volcano illustrates spectacularly the structural and
magmatic evolution of post-collapse volcanism,
with parallelisms in the cases of Las Cañadas in
Tenerife and El Golfo in El Hierro (Ancochea et al.,
1990; Guillou et al., 1996).
The construction of this stratovolcano was extremely fast, as shown by the radiometric ages (Figs.
6-8 and labie i), possibiy oniy a few tens of thousands of years. In this short time the lavas built a
very steep volcano, partially dismantled at present
by thc progression of erosion in the Caldera de
Taburiente. The surnmit of Bejenado reaches 1.864 m
asl, but only the top 600 m belong to this volcano,
which appears forming the SE wall of the Bco. de
Las Angustias, at the exit of the Caldera de Taburiente (see Fig. 11). There is a clear lack of correspondence in the western and eastern walls of the
Caldera de Taburiente, as pointed out by Sapper in
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Fig. 20.4artoon explaining the geologicai and geochronological differences at both walls of the Caldera de Taburiente and
h e incision of the Bco. de Las Angustias

1906. As shown in the sketch of Fig. 20, the western waii is made of basaitic iava fiows of the
Lower and Upper Taburiente (ages from 0.85 to
0.73 ma, see Fig. 7), predating the Cumbre Nueva
collapse. In contrast, the eastem wall is formed by
post-collapse basaltic and differentiated lava flows
of Bejenado (from 0.58 to 0.49 ma) overlying the
seamount. This disposition can only be coherently
explained, as shown in Fig. 20, by the successive
occunence ofi 1) a gravitational collapse (1 and 7 in
Fig. 20), 2) the development of the nested, postcollapse Bejenado volcano (3 in Fig. 20), and 3) the
progressive incision of the Barranco de Las Angustias in the western boundary of the tectonic depression, to Íorm [he initiai Saidera de Taburiente (4 in
Fig. 20). The western and eastern walIs of the Caldera correspond to the boundary of a tectonic
depression and to its subsequent volcanic filling,
respectively, as first described by Machado (1903),
and later by Ancochea et al. (1994), Carracedo
(1994) and Carracedo et al. (1997 b, 1999 a, b).
Volcanic agglornerates very similar to those described for the base of the Taburiente volcano outcrop at the base of the Bejenado (area of Lomo de
Los Caballos and along the road to La Cumbrecita).

Debris avalanche deposits related to the Cumbre
Nueva collapse form a small outcrop at the eastem
wall of Barranco de Las Angustias in the area of La
Viña. Approximately 100 m-thick sedimentary and
avalanche deposits appear intercalated between the
Bejenado volcanics and the underlying seamount,
as shown by boreholes dnlled in Valle de Aridane.
A large block included in h e sediments and dated
in 710 5 11 ka obviously corresponds to the collapsed Tabunente volcano, whereas the oldest age of
Bejenado lavas, in the same borehole, is 537 -e 8 ka.
The Bejenado lavas evolved from basanites, at
the lower part of the sequence, to mafic tephrites
(with several phonolite dykes) at the summit of the
volcano and lateral vents. Their total volume can be
estimated at around 50 km3, and the eruptive and
growth rates would be as high as 1 km3/ka and 12
mmly, respectively.
A good number of volcanic cones that have been
attributed to the Cumbre Vieja rift are topped by
lavas of the Bejenado and correspond to the late,
adventive activity of this volcano. Lava flows interbedded in the sedimentary deposits of El Time in
the walls of Bco. de Las Angustias have been dated
from 200 to 400 ka (Vegas et al., 1999), ages coherent with the formation of Bejenado volcano and
the incision of Bco. de Las Angustias. Ancochea et
al. (1994) obtained an age for the sarne intracanyon
Bejenado lavas of 0.71 + 0.05 ma, clearly inconsistent with the geological and geochronological data
described.
The Cumbre Vieja volcano

Eruptive activity has taken place exclusively in
the last 123 ka in the southem p m of La Palma, in
the Cumbre Vieja volcano (see Fig. 8). This last
building stage of La Palma formed a 20 km long,
1950 m high and 220 km2,N-S-trending volcano
(Fig. 21). The surnrnit of the volcano is an alignment of eruptive vents and fissures, forrning a characteristic rift zone, locally known as dorsales
(Fig. 21). Most of the emission centres are concentrated on the nft axis, which continues at the souíhem íip of diiz rifi with a chain of recent submarine
volcanoes (see Figs. 5 and 36).
The Cumbre Vieja lavas are frorn the alkali series
(alkaline basalts, basanites, trachybasalts, tephrites
and phonolites) and most of the eruptions are
strombolian and phreato-strombolian. Phonolitic
domes and lava domes of different ages outcrop at
the summit and flanks of the rift. The bulk of the
sequence is formed of basalts of extreme homogeneity. This feature and the absence of discordances
or other stratigraphic markers make it very difficult
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CLIFF-FORMING
ERUPTIONS

Fig. 23.-Distnbution

of cliff-formino eruptive vents and lava

flows in the Cumbre ~ i G volcano.
a

and Roque de Guerra to the east. The lavas are
husa!tic, frequently with high c m t m t s of 11rge
mafic xenoliths.
Phonolitic domes and lava domes are relatively
abundant in Cumbre Vieja, their age ranging from
the 56 ka of Roque Teneguía to the 26 ka of Mendo,
although others must be considerably older, such as
Mña. Enrique, which could not be dated due to the
extreme weathering of the rock. The tephri-phonolitic and phonolitic composition of these domes was
determined by Hausen (1969) and by Hemández
Pacheco and de La Nuez (1983). These last authors
interpreted these intrusions to be a single salic MidPleistocene unit fonning the basement of the Cumbre Vieja rift. However, the different ages yielded
by the intrusions show that they correspond to
younger intnisive episodes spread along the whole
volcanic history of the Cumbre Vieja rift (see
Table 1). Their abundance may reflect, as in Bejenado, tne rapia evoiution of the magmas of Cumbre
Vieja, parallel to their equally fast construction.
These salic domes are frequently associated to
recent basaltic eruptions, probably because they are
highly fractured and provide a pathway for magma
to reach the surface.

PLATFORM-FORMING
ERUPTIONS

Fig. 24.-Distribution of platfom-forming eruptive vents and lava
flows in the Cumbre Vieja volcano. Note the reorganization
of vents from about 7 ka clustenng along the N-S main nft.

Platfom-forming eruptions
This unit comprises eruptions younger than about
20 ka and was ernitted by eruptive centres forming
an increasingly concentrated alignment along the NS axis of Cumbre Vieja (Fig. 24). This reorganization of volcanism in Cumbre Vieja, with a progressive concentration of emission centres in a progressively better-defined nft, is a characteristic feature
of the volcanism of La Palma and oceanic volcanic
islands in general (Carracedo, 1979, 1984, 1994,
1996, 1999; Walker, 1992), and will be discussed in
greater detail in section 11.6.
The lava flows of this unit have resurfaced most
of the Cumbre Vieja volcano (Fig. 24), frequently
forrning wide coastal platforms (see Figs. 4 and 22
B). They are predominantly basaltic in composition,
although tephrites and phonolitic tephrites abound.
Some groups of volcanoes are noteworthy, such
as rne repiinuc and oasaitic-rephriuc ~ ñ a Cabrera
.
and Mña. Faro volcanoes built on the summit of the
rift 15 and 18 ka ago, respectively. Other interesting
volcanoes are the tephntic and phonolitic-tephritic
Birigoyo-La Barquita volcanic group, dated in 6+2
ka and forrning a pair of volcanoes situated on the
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lavas (Fig. 35j dated in 323, 322 anci 3.320.1 La
(Guillou et al., 1998); 2) The phreatic stages, with
the generation of lateral explosions, must have
extended explosive deposits o i e r a wide area
arouná the cone. as san be observed in the La Caldereu vent. However, in ule access roadcur to rhc
San Antonio volcano, scarcely 100 m from the
cone, the pyroclasts of the 1677 eruption overlie the
dore-mentioned prehistorical lavas with no intercalated explosive deposits; 3) Despite the explosivity
of the volcano, no important damage to the town,
only a few hundred metres distant, is reported in the
eye-witness accounts; 4) Remains of an aboriginal
settlement have been located on the flanks of the
San Antonio volcano (Pais Pais, personal cornmunication): 5) The San Antonio cone appears on a map
drawn by Tornani in 1586.
As descnbed later, the true 1677 emption consists
of a small vznt resting upon the northern flank of
the San Antonio volcano, and severai emptive fissures at the southern base of this volcano, from
which abundant lavas were emitted (Carracedo rt
al., 1996). Pyroclasts from the 1677 and 1971 emptions covered h e San Antonio cone and give it Lhe
appearance of a recent volcano. On the other hand,
confusion in the identification of emptions is relatively frequent, even where eye-witness accounts are
avaiiabit: (Üay et al., LW). A similar misidentification occurred in La Palma with the 1585 and 16-46
eruptions (Hemández Pacheco and Vals, 1982), and
part of the 1646 eniption (Carracedo et al., 200 1b).
Ariri,,,

Dated prehistorical eruptions

Fig. 25.-Viem of the prehistoncai eniptjon of San Antonio.
A j Crater of the prehistorical San Anton~ovolcano mantled
with pyroc-las~of &e 1677 Faync&.::re
apG,on. 3)Ob!iq~e
aerial view of prehistorical lavas older than 3.2 ka encircling
h e San Antonio volcano.

northern edpe of h e nft. .4n especially interesting
group is rhat of thz San Antonio-La Caldere& volcanoes, both phreatostrombolian vents located close
to the tou n of Fuencaliente. The San Antonio volcdno has been related to the 1677 eruption, although
e\ idence that this emptive centre, with clear indications of relatively high-energy phreato-strombolian
stages, 1s much earlier than the 1677 eruption, has
3!~2clv b e t , pü!-j!ishcd (Ca~acedoei al., 1996, U A
et al., 2030).This can be synthesized as follows: 1)
The cone is surrounded b) clearly prehistorxal

Include dated eruptions older than the colonization of the island in 1492 and, therefore, without
eye-witness reports, as weIl as those initially considered to be historical and later found to be earlier
(see Table 1j.
M ü ~ f ~ r ü U ~ - ~ ~ ü i i Tnis
i b i úp~ u ~p .or' cones and
ernission centres is situated at the summit of the nft,
overlying a large and fractured salic lava dome
(Fig. 26 A). Borh the Malforada and Nambroque
oroups are appa~entlyr i r n i ! ~in a p m d compesition, although onl- the Nambroque lavas have been
dated, with Ci4, giving an age of 1045+-95years
(Carracedo et al., 1999 a). The lavas of both eruptive centres vap from phonolitic tephrites to phonolites, with very thick, short-reaihing lava flows
(Fi,a. 26 B).
An interesting aspect of this eruption is the discovzry of a burial site containing human and archaeo~lugicd iem&iis corisisiing of pouery ana partiaiiy
carbonized human bone fragments, dated by C'%n
109060 years, embedded in spatters. An analysis
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Míia. Quemada

Fig 27.-View
El Duraznero
vent (1 949)

Eniptive
fissure (1949)

of the prehistoncal (cuca 1480) Mña. Quemada
volcano.

La Malforada-Nambroque
eruptive vents

pretation by Santiago (1960) and Machado (1963)
of Torriani's account of this eruption (Torriani,
1592). The correct identification of this eruption,
also known as Tacande, was carried out by Hernández Pacheco and Vals (1982), who dated it by CI4 at
between 1470 and 1492. The lavas are basaltic in
composition and flow towards the north and west
inside the Valle de Aridane, stopping about 2 km
from the westem coast.
A similar confusion seems to have arisen with the
1646 eruption, in which the interpretation of eye-witness accounts led to the inclusion in this eruption of a
group of cones and lava flows, the Martín volcano
gioüp, h i scem io conesporid tü a prehistoiieai
event. This group of volcanic cones, tightly clustered
on the axis of the rift, is topped with phreatostrombolian ash, providing evidence of explosive emptive
Fig, 2ó.-Vims
of
p;ehis:urical Nambioqüe-~v{a:foíada episodes. Attached to the souih flank of the Martín
volcanic group. A) Main eruptive centre of the Xambroqüe volcanic group is a lineament of vents and hornitos
eruption (916 AD) shorving the pre-existing phonolitic plug issuing abundant lavas towards the coast, unambiand the prehistorical vent and lavas. B) ObIique aeriai vieu of guously assigned to the 1646 eruption. The reasons
the 1949 basaltic lavas cascading over the Malforada and
for separating the Martín group, as prehistorical,
Nambroque phonolite lavas.
from the 1646 eruption, are based on the fact that
of the recent emptions of Cumbre Vieja pointed to only those that are believed to be prehistorical are
covered with phreatomagmatic ash related to the
the Nambroque eruption*.
expiosive stages of the Martín vents. The lavas
Mña. Quemada-Martín Volcano. The eruption final
are ci!ofiic& by .r re!ative!y U I ~ ! ! - & I I P ! ~p!?n[
P~
thac gave piace ro fne voicanic cone of Mña. Queassociation,
absent
from
any
of
the
historical
erupmada (Fig. 27), v e s recent in appearance and located at the northem end of the Cumbre Vieja rift, has tions of La Palma, and prehistoncal archaeological
been mistaken for that of 1585 on the basis of inter- remains were found inside lava tubes of this volcanic
group (Pais Pais, personal cornrnunication).
*

Studies in progress indicate the phreato-stromboiian eruption
of Montaña Goteras, close to the bunal site and an important
prehistorical dwelling, io be of similar composition to the
spatter enplobinp the human bones dated at 866 AD, and therefore the most probable age for this prehistorical eruption.

Historical eruptions
This unit comprises the eruptions that occurred in
the Iast 500 years, the historical period of the

Fig. 29.-View of the southem rnd of the Cumbre Vieja rift with
the upper strornbolian vent of the 1677 Fuencaliente volcano
rnantling the prehistorical San Antonio volcano, the latter showing phreatic surge deposits. BJ Lower fissure vents and lava
platform of the 1677 eruption. C) Contemporaq painting of the
1677 Fuencaliente eruption. Note the recurnbent human figure
and livestock, indicating casualties (apparently asphyxiated by
volcanic gases) in this eruptive event.

Fig. ?O.-Aenal views of the 17 12 eruption. A) The main strombolian and phreatostrornbolian vent of Mña. Lajiones and the
eruptive fissures of 17 12. Bj Rows from the westem eruptive
fissures cascading over the cliff at El Remo-Puerto Naos.
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phonolitic plu; of Roque Teneguía (Fig. 32 B). These
vents emitted basaltic lavas that cascaded down the
cliff to forrn a coastal platfom overlying the one formed in the 1677 eruption (Fig. 32 B and C).

Sedimentas. f o m t i o n s
Sedimentary formations, such as alluvial and
beach deposits, aeolian sands, etc., relatively abundanr in the older, oosterosional eastem islands. are

Fig. 32.-Views

of the 1971 Teneguía volcano eruption. A) lnitial

of rounded to subanzular cla& sometim%s excee-

with poOr reverse eradino in ~ l a c e sand interbedded
alluvh llayers. The rna&x icLclaywithout traces of
voicanic &h. 'íhese teatures suggest a complex mix
Praegel (lg8').
eni~tion
as
em~tive of rnarsive deb~s-flowsand a]luria] dePosics.
fissure (Fig. 32 A), which progressed to forrn a group
of cinder cones located cios6 to the lower erÜptive
Sediments of El lime. This sedimentas formation
vents of the 1677 eruption, and both, to the fractured is located at the mouth of the Barranco de Las Angustat piatform fonned over the previous 1677 coastal lava piatfom.

t i a md cxlends upnver to the area of La Viña (see
oeoloticd nlapj. l'his thick (up to 300 m?succession
t
af poorly sorted conglomerates (Fig. 34 A and B j
appcsars arrclched discordantly to the b p p 3 and Lower
%buriente 1ai.a sequences, and inrerbedded with che
Byenado colcanics. It was iirst reported b!' Lyell
(1S55j and many other authors thereafter, but the first
&tai]ed analysis u'as cmied out by Vegas and coworktrs in 1999 and Carracedo and co-workers in
2001. The former auchors defined two main uniti: a
volcanic Pyroclastic Unit and a sedimentaxy Epiclastic Unit. This interpretation has been questioned by
the latter auuiors, who C O ~ S U ~ the
~ I I volcanic pyro&sts to a parsisitic vent of the Bejenado volcano, the
El Time Éormation being exclusively madc of sediments. as previously generally interpreted.
The genesis of the epiclastic unit is rclated to fan
delta dzposition (Vegas et al., 1999:),prograding in
only a few kilometres from the coast to depths of
about 4000 m. Subsequent coastai regression favoured the progressive incision of the Bco. de Las
.4ngustias. This process expiaíns why ths clasts of
the lower pan of the sediments are predominantly
volcanics of ti~rTaburiente and Bejenado volcanoes? and why clasrs corresponding to the subnurine
lavas and associated intrusives only appear in the
upper part of the sequence.

Beachroch. Beachrocks ha! e been located along
the S%' coast of La Palma, fronl Punta Naob to
Fuencaliente ( C a l ~ e et
t al., in press). T h q are
forn~edb> sand to grave1 size sediments in diflerent
stages of carbonate cementation. on the beaches of
Punra Naos, Charco Verde, Las Zarnoras, Chica and
Echentive, developed on platform-forniing lavas of
the Cumbre Vieja ~ o l c a n o(see geological map'r.
Petrolog-v and geochemistry

The peno,pphic chardctcris~icsof the pillow lavas,
pillow breccias and hyaloclastites that fornl the subm.,-.".,-?
---- iiavt:
Le..
+ VILd11V
beeñ anaiyseci by EzrnanáezPacheco and Fernandez Santín 1(1975'),Staudisel
119811, Staudigzl Schmincke (1984j, 2nd in ths B
.\I.4GS.A oi Northern La Palma (Carrscedo ei al., Fig. 34.-Sedimznü of El Time. A) Epicfastic formarions of Ej
wirh interbedded lavr tlows o! the Bejenado volcano out200 1 a). These lavas comprise different i>.pesof lirns
croppin; ir, the westem. v d of thz Calaera &. Taburientz. B:i
basalts, gading from pIagiociace basaits to doleritic Closc-up oi Lfie sedimenrs of El Time, amched unconiormabiy
basalts jxeanites-daramites). in relation to the rela- to the Lower Tabunenre volcanic sequence ar the western ~va,l
of [he Caldera de Taburienre.
tive conlenr of plagioclase and olivine-pyroxene and
Lextural charactenstics (Hernandez-Pacheco and Ferm d e z Santín, 1971; Staudigel and Schmncke, 19641. calcitej, as uell aa by prop)litizanon, possibly as a
These basalrs are strongly altered b j rnetasoma- result o i i k differmt intrusions (Hernander-Pacheco
t t m . giving place to new paragenetic sequences (albi- and Fernandez Santín, 197a; Staudieel. 1951: Staucii1% dorite, epidote, actinolite, andradire, zeolites and
gel and Schmincke, 1984; De La Iglesia et al., 1996).
,
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Fig. 36.-Modal composition of intrusive gabbros inside the
Caldera de Taburiente. Data from De La Nuez (1984).
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Fig. 35.-A) Total ALkali vs. Silica (TAS) dia,pm for submarine lavas and trachytic domes. The limits are from Hemández
Pacheco and Fernandez Santín (1974), Staudigel and Schrnincke
(1984). She boundaries are from L.e Bas et al. (1986). B) Primitive mantle nomalized diagram (Sun and McDonough, 1989), for
incompatible mce elements of seamount basalts and mchytes.
The OIB data and prirnitive basait from SL Helena, are taken
from Sun and Mc~onough(i989j.

The pyroxene-plagioclase basalts forming the pillow
lavas in the Barranco de Las Angustias (Table 2-1,
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basalt-trachybasalt fiel& clearly separated ftom the oceanitic-picritic t e m (Hemandez-Pacheco and Femandez Santín, 1974). Their prirnitive mantle normalized
values are close to the mean values of many other oceanic volcanoes (OIB) and S t Helena HIMU basalt, as
proposed by Sun and McDonough, 1989 @g. 3%).

Trachytic domes and lava domes. Mainly made
of breccia fragments with flowage textures (Hernandez-Pacheco and Fernandez Santín, 1974): they
were temed as meratrachytes by Staudigel and Schrnincke (1984) because they frequently appear altered to albite, biotite, clonte and epidote.
These intrusives (Table 2-1, Sarnple 105) are grouped in the trachyte field in the TAS Biagram of Fig.

35A. However, they show important elemental variations, as shown in Fig. 35B, probably due to metasomatism. Staudigel and Schrnincke (1984) emphasized
the significant e ~ c h r n e n in
t incompatible elements,
as shown by the low content in Rb and Ba. Another
interesting feature is the high positive anomalies (Th,
IJ, Nb, Ta, Zr and Hf),negative anomalies (K, Sr, Eu),
and enrichment in heay-rare earkh elements (HREE).
Gabbros. De La Nuez (1984) and Canacedo et al.
(2001) confirmed the petrological and geochemical
variability of the plutonic intrusions inside the Caldera de Taburiente. The former author separated two
different groups: «Gabbros» and «Olivine gabbros»
(Ee La Niuez, 1984, Tzbk 7 =U Fig. 85j. Tfie c ~ m position and alteration processes of representative
plutonic sarnples obtained inside the Caldera in the
MAGNA of Northern La Palma by Carracedo and
co-workers (2001) are shown simplified in Fig. 36.
Gabbro plutonics outcropping inside the Caldera,
clearly independent of the seamount and most probably related to the feeding of the subaenal volcanoes (Table 2-1, Samples 103-104-lO8), have been
separated in the MAGNA (Carracedo et al., 2001)
and in the geological map from those intxuding the
seamount (Table 2-1, Samples 96,59,98,109). As
shown in the plots of Fig. 37A and 37B, the petro1n;ical rhza-t-risti-s a- !~.ssdi~rriminarinothan
field observations, mainiy because of the wide
range of compositional variation of the rocks.
However, these younger gabbros clearly differ in
the lack of significant hydrothermal alteration.
Qvke swam. The significant petrological and gwchemical diversity of the different dyke swarms has
been quoted by many authors (Hemández Pacheco,
1975; Staudigel, 1981: Staudigel and Schmincke, 1984,
Staudigel et al.. 1986; De La Nuez, 1984?1991; Carra-
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Fig. 37.-A) Pnmitive mantle normalized diagram (Sun and
McDonough, 1989) of incompatible trace elements of intmsive gabbros intniding the seamount. B) Idem from gabbros
oostdating the reamoil't and feedbg the Asen-! ~n!cames.
h e primYtivemantie element concentrations are from Sun and
McDonough (1989). Symbols as in Fig. 36A.
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Fig. 38.-A) TAS diagrarn for i n m i v e dykes inside the Caldera
de Taburiente. The limits are from Hernández Pacheco and Fernández Santín (1974), and Staudigel and Schmincke (1984). The
boundaries are h m Le Bas et al. (1986). B) Primitive mantle norrnaiized gagrarn (Sun mu M c h n o u g h IY@) for hxmpatible
trace elements from dykes inside the Caldera de Taburiente.

cedo et al., 2001). As shown in the TAS diagrarn of.
38A, basaltic dykes are predominant with respect to
trachytic and phonolitic, with fewer syenite and dunite
intrusives (Hemández Pacheco, 1974,1975).
The geochemical characteristics of representative
samples of the different types of dykes are shown in
Table 2- 1 (samples 102 a 181) and Fig. 38B, where
the dunite dykes separate because of the lower elemental content from the other groups of more differentiated intrusives. The latter show significant
eíirichmcni iii WE and incompaüiie eiements, with
Zr and Hf positive anomalies and negative Ti, Sm
and Sr, the latter absent in the phonolitic dykes.

quently porphyritic to aphyric (trachytoid) textures
and subophitic the later. The olivine-pyroxene-plagioclase basalts form the bulk of the earlier stages of tbe
volcano and outcrop in the headwall of the deep northern barrancos and inside the galena Los Hombres.
Many of the sarnples (Table 2-2, samples 77, 80,
157, 172) with primaq characteristics (M& 60 and
Ni > 200-300 ppm) plot in tbe basaltic field, whereas
the more evolved sarnples plot in the trachybasaltic
field (Fig. 39A). The elemental variation diagram of
Fig. 3% evidentes a progressive áncrease in elemental content, from the less e ~ c h e dolivine-pyroxeneplagioclase basalts to the trachybasalts, but with clear
subparalle trends. Some significant differences can
be observed when the normalized values (Sun and
The Northem Shield
McDonough, 1989) of the primitive basa1 from
65) are shown for comparison.
St. Helena (M$
Garafia Volcano. Lavas from this volcano are The highly incompatible elements presenting unimainly olivine-pyroxene and oIivine-pyroxene-pla- form subparallel trends, with progressive increments
giociase aikali basalts, the former presenting fre- and marked positive (Rb, Ba, Th and U) anomalies

-
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MgO wt.%
Fig. 40.-Varianon

MgO wt.%

MgO wt.%

diagrams for rnajor, trace and E E elements for the Ganfía and Taburiente volcano. Syrnbols as in Figs. 39 h and 41.

Ttie TAS diagrams of Fig. 41A evidence these
compositional variations in the entire Taburiente volcano. The Lower Taburiente volcano lavas plot
mainly in the basalt field with deviations towards the
suhcamated hs-anitic yms the cqiiences ~f *e.
lower part of the Caldera de Taburiente walI and lesser representation of more differentiated trachybasalt
and phono-tephrite lavas. The Upper Taburiente
lavas overlap this succession, with a distinct tendency towards the basanite-tephrite fiel&. The more
differentiated sarnples group in the phono-tephrite
and tephri-phonolite fields, corresponding, as mentioned, with the terminal differentiated eruptions of
the northem shield. Similar tendencies towards progressive differentiation in the Taburiente volcano can
be concluded from the sequential overlapping of the
norrnalized dia,orams in Fig. 41B. The Lower Tabul a v u shcM.'iiom,&-& vdiies, Sun a-=d!&-De
ri;~,na
nough (19891, with similar subparallel trends to the
St. Helena and significantly higher than those conesponding to h e Garafia volcano (see Fig. 3 9 B ~
The terminal eruptions of the late stages of development of the Taburiente volcano seem Co be, therefore, the culrnination of the differentiation process of
a period of continued magmatism along the entire
constniction of the northem shield. This conclusion
is consistent with the homogeneity of the geochemical features and the geoIogical obsemations. Initial
01 t, cpx t mt-ti crystal fractionation and apatite
Segregarion, in the more differentiated lavas, seern

the main processes involved, resulting in a progressive increment in the more incompatible elements.

The Bejenado -~olcano.As desaibed before, this
ex~ci-pJjjrapidjy, íiejt&
in the embayment originated in the collapse of the
Taburiente volcano. The pattems of differentiation
observed during the entire constniction of the northern sbield are presented here in a very short time,
probably less than about 50 ka. In this period the
sequence evolved from mitial basanitic rocks to differentiated lavas in the latest stages.
The bulk of the stratovolcano is made of olivinepyroxene and pyroxene-amphibole basalts, with
typical porphyritic textures. In contrast. the terminal
differentiated vents erupted mainly tephrires and
mafic haüyne phonolites, with subordinate haüynenepheiine foidiles. Tanires are typicaiig porphyritic, with dominant mafic minerals and less abundant
feldspar -Mdspathoids m a hypo- to rnicrocrystalline groundmass with flowase patterns. The tephntes
with foiditic tren& are s w i r and show an association
of large nepheline phenocrystals, rnicrocrjstals of
haüyne and abundant inclusions, in a hypocqstalline
groundmass of clinopyoxene, opaque minerals and
subidiomorfic feldspathoids.
The dykes and sills outcropping in the surnmir of
the Bejenado volcano show the most evolved rocks
of the entire volcano. typically mafic phonolites
with predomnant feldspar phenocqsts and subordist,rut=x.r=!c&q,?=&ve!cped
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Fig. 41.-A) Total alkali vs. silica (TAS) diagram for the Taburiente volcano. Boundaries from Le Bas et al. (1986). B) Prirnitive mantle normalized diagram (Sun and McDonough, 1989),
for incompatible trace elements for the Taburiente volcano. The
data of a primitive basalt from St. Helena are taken from Sun
and McDonough (1989).

nate mafic minerals, including accessory apatite
microcrystals. The hypocrystalline groundmass is
made of needelike rnicrolites of feldspar with flow
patterns embecicieci in a nyaiopiitic giass.
Adventive vents of the Bejenado volcano ernitted
the lava flows that outcrop at both sides in the walls
of the Bco. de Las Angustias interbedded in the El
Time sedimente. These !mas are prilmady obinepyroxene and pyroxene-amphibole basalts;
The most significant geochernicd feature of the
Bejenado volcano is the absence of alkali basalts in
comparison with the pre- and post-collapse Taburiente volcanics. Most Bejenado lavas are basanites and
tephri-phonolites, as reported by Dniry et al. (in progress). The plotting of the analytical data (Table 2-6)
in the diagram of Fig. 42A shows a distinct separation
of the basanites of the main stratovolcano from the
more differentiated lavas of the terminal vents and
d l s . Representative samples of borehole S-01, located in the flank of the Bejenado and crossing the entire volcano to the seamount basement (Carracedo et
al., 1999 a; Bmry et al., in progress) show a greater

Fig. 42.-A) TAS
from lavas and dykes of the Bejenado volcano and adventive vents. Boundaries from Le Bas et
al. (1986). B) Variation diagrams for major, trace and REE
elernents frorn lavas and dykes of the Bejenado volcano and
adventive vents. The borehole S-01 lirnit for major, trace and
REE elements is from Dniry et al. (in progress). Symbols as
in Fig. 42 A.

petrological dispersion, from tephri-phonolites at the
upper par4 to tephrites and basanites at the bottom.
Similar evidence is indicated by the variation diagram
of Fig. 42Bj, wnere the content in S O z vs. MgO%
show inverse relations, a tendency clearly illustrated in
the sequence of borehole S-O1 by Dniry et al. (in progress). The CaO/A120,, FqO3t and TiO, vs. MgO%
provide evideme nf the r ~ ! eef zGnerd frxti^n&hn
in the evolution of the Bejenado volcano. The positive correlation of CaO/A120, vs. MgO% in the range
of MgO < 6 % indicates si,@ficant clinopyroxene and
ferromagnesian fractionatlon. Subparallel variation
trends shown by Fe203t and TiO, and positive correlations of Ni, Cr, Co, Sc and V vs. MgO% confirm
the increasing fractionation of Fe-Ti oxides in the
more differentiated lavas. In contrast, incompatible
elements such as Zr, Nb, Sr, Ba and Th present increasingly negative correlations towards the more evolved tephri-phonolitic terms, with an end-point in the
sills at the top of the volcano.
The normalized plots of Fig. 43A show a positive
anomaly for the Ba, Nb and Ta in the basanites of the
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Fig. 44.-A) TAS diagram for basaltic lavas and phonolitic
domes of the Cumbre Vieja volcano (cliff-foxming eruptions).
Boundaries from Le Bas et al. (1986). B) Variation diagruns for
major, tnce and REE elements from basaltic lavas and phonolitic
domes of the Cumbre Vieja volcano (cliff-fonning eruptions).
SymboIs as in Fig. 44 A.

constrained to the pahoe-hoe lava field near Tigalate, in the SE flank of the rift.
The geochemical data and main charactenstics of
this unit are shown in Tables 2-7 and 2-8, and
Fig. 44A. As shown in the TAS plot of Fig. 44A, most
cliff-forming basaltic lavas are basanites and tephrites, with a secondary trend towards picritic basalts,
probabIy in relation to accumuIative processes, while
the more differentiated lavas are phono-tephrites.
The phonolitic domes show a wider dispersion, ranging from phono-tephrites similar to the more differentiated lavas, to phonolites S.S.The major element
us. MgV% diagiani oofFig. iWB c o n f m s the overlap
of the more evolved basaltic lavas and the less evolved intrusions evidenced in the TAS plot. These
trends are suggested in the negative correlation of
SiO, and the positive correlation of CaO/AI2O2vs.
MgO%, possibly in response to clinopyroxene fractionation. The Fe,03t and TiO, vs. MgO% correlations suggest a si,gificant fractionation in the range of
MgO c 6% in the more differentiated lavas. A similar
tendency is observed in the P20j possibly in relation
to apatite fractionation in the phono-tephrite lavas.
The minor element variations of Fig. 44B conflrm the

Fig. 45.-A) Primitive mantle normalized diagram (Sun and
McDonough, 1989), for incompatible trace elements of tephriiavas of the Cumbre Vieja
phonviiíic md iionoiitic ciornes
volcano (cliff-Lrming eniptions). B) Idem of baraltic lavas of
the Cumbre Vieja volcano (ciiff-forming eruptions). The data
of a primitive basalt from St. Helena are taken from Sun and
McDonough (1989).

features described, as weíl as in the normaíized plots
of Fig. 45A, where the enrichrnent in higNy incompatible elements (Rb, Ba, Th and U) and LREE reaches
a peak in the tephn-phonolitic and phonolitic domes
and lava domes, with the clear exception of the
trachytic phonolite dome of Mña E ~ q u eThe
. basaltic cliff-foming lavas elemental trends (Fig. 45B)
show basanite normalized values similar to those of
St. ~ e i e n a(aun and McDonough, 1989), clearly
separated from the values of the differentiated tephriphonolitic lavas. The most noticeable feature is the
marked Th-U positive anomaly, not observed in the
1ava.s of the Taburiente and Bejenado volcanoes (see
Figs. 41B and 43A). In contrast, the Nb-Ta anomalies
are present in these northem shield vokanoes and in
the basanite cliff lavas of the Cumbre Vieja volcano.
In surnrnary, the distinct compsitional divergences
of the cliff-forming lavas of Cumbre Vieja and the
associated intrusives evidence a significant geochemical break. A posible explanation, as suggested by

Fie. 46.-hi

Fig 47.-A) TAS díaof kvva; of ihe Cumbre Virja vdcano
TAS diadam fnr lavas oftt& CUinbx Viera ~oli'ano [datea pzeh~::Wricd eruptions). Dic limifs =e froni Yllescah
(!077\,&n&ndpz
Pa&ro .md Vds (!o83 & De V?crg!e
Minmaro 11986). The boundaries frum Le Bas er al. (1986).
8 ) $ariati& d i a w fcr major. nace and REE elemenrr of lavas
of thr Cumbre Vieja voicanu (daied prehislonczl enrprions).
Simhol.; ac in Fis 47.4 C) Kmirivc mmtlz no&ed
diami
(Sun and blcDo&u$h, 19893, of incompatiblenacs elemeng foc
lavar of uic Cumbre Vieja voiwno j&~rdprehis~otical
empnqna).
Symbols as i n Fig.47.4. Tlxe data of a pnmiri'.e basa1t irom
St. Hdena %e w*zn From Sun andMcDonough (1989).

uügd et al. (1999), is &e rolz of fractionationic~sralkzarion of mafic mlnerals [ol+ cps 2 mphib). feldsp z , oxides and apatite in the magmatk ewlution of
this stagc aFgrov& ofthe Cumbre Lriejavdcanu.
The separation of &e platform-forming eruptions
h e 1 1useful in the definition of the volcanosuatigra'. and in the geolo~icainiaps of thr Cumbre
Vieja vokano, as &ea& mentioned and described
in dtrail in Secuon 11-1. Hoivewr, tt& suatigrrtphic

division dues not bave a iorreia~onin the p ~ o i o g i cal or geockemical characteristics (Tabie 2-9 and
Fig. 161,that appear to be very similar to those of the
iliff-fo&g eniptions. Similar aends are obsemed in
the prehistoncd lav= arld inrnisivrs dated (Table 2-3 0
and Fig. 47). vtalysed sepmirly for camparison.
The ~uolo$cai chmcteristics of h e piatform-form i q lava xquences c o m p n d predominanQyto di~ine-ciinopyroxeneand clinopyroxene-amphibolr.
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Historical eruptiorzs. Although the separation of
the eruptive activity of the island in the 1 s t 500 years
has no stratigraphical, petrological or geochemical
meaning, these historical emptions have been traditionally analysed separately from the remaining
eruptions of Cumbre Vieja volcano, because they have
detailed eye-witness accounts and are easily separated in the geological maps. Petrological and geochernical data of the different historical eruptions of La
Palma have been described and analysed by Hernández Pacheco and Valls (19821, De Vicente Mingarro
(1986), Praegel (1986), Elliot (1919), Klügel, et al.
(1999) and Carracedo et al. (2001b).
The histoncal lavas are consistently basaltic, with
the only mentioned exception of the juvenile haüyne tephri-phonolite lavas and intrusives of the 1585
(Jedey) eruption. The predominant lithologies are
01-cpx basalts and 01-cpx basalts with amphibole.
Klügel et al. (1999) quotes three typologies (basanites, tephrites and phono-tepiintesj in the i949 eruption. The last eruption (Teneguía volcano, 1971)
emitted clinopyroxene-amphibole basalts, with
subordinate olivine in the initial stages, while at the
end of the eruption the composition changed to olcpx basalts with subordinate amphibole.
The geochemical characteristics of the historical
eruptions shown in Table 2-11 and Fig. 48 confirm
the general features described for the Cumbre Vieja
volcano and evidence the homogeneity of volcanism along the entire volcanic history of the volcano,
with the afore-mentioned preponderant role of fractionation/crystallization of mafic minerals (o1 + cpx
t amphib), feldspars, oxides and apatite, similar to
the process proposed by Klügel et al. (1999) for the
1949 eruption.
Fig. 48.-A) TAS d i a , m of lavas of the Cumbre Vieja volcano
(historicai emptions). The limits are from Hernández Pacheco
and Vais (1982), De Vicente Mingarro (1986) and Klügel et d.
(1999). The boundaries from Le Bas et aL (1986). B) Variation
diagrams for major, trace and REE elements of lavas of the Cumbre Vieja volcano (historical emptions). Symbols as in Fig. 48A.
C) Primitive mantle nomaiized diagram (Sun and McDonough,
1989), of incompatible trace elements of lavas of the Cumbre
Vieja volcano (histoncal eruptions). The shadowed area corresp n d s to the 1949 eruption (Klügel et al., 1999). Symbols as in
Fig. 48A. The data of a primitive basalt from St. Helena are
taken from Sun and McDonough (1989).

basalts, with phono-tephrites in the more differentiated
lavas (Mña Cabrera-Faro and Fuego volcano). The
domes and lava domes are characteristically tephriphonolitic (Malforada-Nambroque), their geochemical
characteristics showing similar trends to the cliff-forming eruptions. The normalized plots (Figs. 46, 471,
show si,@ficantly higher values than those corresponding to St. Helena (Sun and McDonough, 1989).

StructuraI geology
The island of La Palma is an excellent scenario to
analyse the main structural features developed in
tke sbiek! stage ~f oceariic islands: dyke sw&,?r?v,
rift zones and gravitational landslides.
Dyke swarms

The majority of dykes in La Palma outcrop inside
the Caldera de Tabunente, the Cumbre Nueva collapse scarp and the erosional windows at the headwalls
of the deepest northem barrancos. In the remainder
of the northern shield and the Cumbre Vieja volcano
dykes are scarce (black lines in Fig. 49). However.
the abundant galerías excavated in the northern
shield (SPA-15, 1975; Coello, 1987) allowed the
observation in the subsoil of the number and direction of dykes (grey in Fig. 49).
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Cumbre Nueva Rift

23 1

//

/ lnside galerías 1

@ Cinder cones
R

Area of abundant cinder cones

L

Area of lava fiows predominant

I
Fig. 4g--Disthbution of zurieb wherz cruptive ven& predominate jincipient, rn¿omplrtely defined r i f t zonesj and zones with
Predon1iKince of lava t i o (R
~ and L. respectively). Dykes crossed in galerías are shown in grey, outiropping dykes In black.
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rily, cinder cones, interbedded pyroclast layers and
dykes are very few or absent in the areas of predorninant lavas (L), even in the deeply incised barrancos.
The relatively poor definition of nfts in the northern shield of La Palma in comparison with Cumbre Vieja, El Hierro or central Tenenfe may simply
reflect the fact that voIcanism ceased in La Palma
before the rifts were completed. Contrarily, volcanic
1. Dykes and sills associated to the seamount. activity remained essentially stationary in El Hierro
They are rotated about 50" and do not cross the and Tenerife for 1ong.penods and with high emptive
subaerial formations.
and volumes, giving place to successive over2. Dykes associated to the Garafía volcano, rates
lapping volcanoes and allowing the development of
with radial directions in general and NW to NE in well-defined rift zones. Conversely, in the northem
the outcrops, as reported by Coello in 1987.
shield, volcanism initiated a continuous southward
3. Dykes associated to the Tabunente volcano, migration in the late stages of the Upper Taburiente.
also with a general radial distribution but with three, Most of the volcanism was located in this penod in
poorly defined, predominant trends (see Fig. 49): the southern Cumbre Nueva nft, which grew steep
NW (Punta Gorda to Garafía), NE (Barlovento to and unstable and collapsed. The remainder of the
hntallana) and N-S (El Time to the Cumbre Nueva shield had only residual activity since the Cumbre
collapse scarp).
Nne"a coi@se & finaiiy becar-Iie exiiricí ai
There are no galerías in Cumbre Vieja, because 0.4 ma. We can speculate with the hypothesis that if
of the poor quality of volcanic gas-contaminated the abundant volcanism involved in the building of
groundwater. Therefore, only a few, E-W trending the Cumbre Nueva and Cumbre Vieja rifts had
dykes have been observed in the cliffs of this volca- remained focused and capped the northern shield, as
no. However, a densely packed dyke s w m can be occurred in El Hierro or central Tenerife, well-defiexpected to cluster along the axis of the Cumbre ned rifts might have developed to completion.
Although only a fraction of the southern Cumbre
Vieja rift in a N-S trend.
Nueva rift remains, the major part collapsed, eroded
or capped by the Cumbre meja volcano. Its approximate geometry can be inferred from the dyke
Rifr zones
s w m s outcropping in the westem wall of the CalDyke directions and vent alignments are not the dera at El Time and the Cumbre Nueva collapse
only features to define volcanic rifts. Vents can scarp, trending NE-SW and N-S, respectively (see
show considerable dispersion even in well-defined Fig. 49). The axis of the southern rift may have
nfts, as clearly evidenced in Cumbre Vieja, where been located between both directions, fossilized at
historical vents frequently align in directions obli- present by the Bejenado and Cumbre Vieja lavas
que to the main axis of the nft, probably due to (Carracedo et al., 1999 a, b).
slope effects. The nft zones are best defined by the
The Cumbre Vieja rift is an interesting example of
grouping of emptive centres in preferred trends and the evolution of a rift from the initial stages to a
zones, to form ridges or dorsals (Walker, 1992; well-defined, progressively steep and unstable configuration. This rapid structural change has been
Carracedo, 1994,1996; Carracedo et al., 1998).
A detailed geochronological study combining
geomagnetic polarity and radiometric determinations in the dykes would allow the correlation of
these intrusions with the corresponding volcanostratigraphic units. Until this work is carried out, only
three main groups of dykes can be defined in the
northern shield of La Palma:
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opportunity to analyse the development of a juvenile
shield volcano from the searnount stage, as well as the
structural changes giving place to development of
rifts. As mentioned before: a reorganization of the
emptive centres took place during the construction of
the northern shield. The initially dispersed eruptions
in the Garafía and Lower Taburiente volcanoes, progressively grouped from about 0.8 ma in three areas
of predominant cinder cones, separated by zones of
predominant lava flows (R and L, respectively, in
Fig. 39). The areas of concentration of emission centres form an incipient rift or dorsal, manifested by the
protuberante they form in the coast, where abundant
subvertical dykes outcrop at the coastal cliffs. Contra-
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1996), as reflectinp the continuous increase in anisotropy and thermal memory in the rifts in response to
dyke intnision, favouring concentration of emission
centres along the axis of the rifts. The evolution of
the Cumbre Vieja volcano, from the initial stages of
significantly disperse eruptive vents (see Fig. 23) to
a steep, N-S trending dorsal (Fig. 24), has been
explained by Carracedo and co-workers (1997 a, b,
1998, 1999 a, b) and Day and co-workers (1999) as
reflecting the development of the Cumbre Vieja volcano attached to the flank of the northern shield,
which acted as an effective supporting buttress and
forced the southward growth of the volcano and the
progressive predorninance of the N-S trending rift.
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The swath bathymetry coverage around the island
of La Palma showed the presence of a group of seamounts forming the offshore prolongation of the Curnbre Vieja nft (Urgeles et al., 1999; Masson et al.,
2002). A dredging campaign of the Gerrnan oceanoqaphic vessel Poseidon in 2001 found that most of
e
these are recent eruptive vents, several of them
corresponding to very recent submarine eruptions
(Hasungs et al., 2001; Gee et al., 2001).

Gravitationalflank collapses
Although severai graviiationai flank collapses in
the northem shield have been reported (Ancochea et
a l , 1991: Masson et al., 2002), we have only found
geologi~alevidence for the two main events mentioned, the Garafía and Cumbre Nueva giant landslides.
The available ,oeochronologicai, stratigraphic and
smctural data constrain the occurrence of the Garafía collapse at about 1.2 ma (Fig. 8), as first descnbed by Ancochea and co-workers (1994). A several
hundred-metres-uiick breccia overiying the searnount
in the E and SE of the Caldera de Tabunente has
been interpreted by Carracedo and co-workers (2001
a) as debns avalanche deposits, and may correspond
,.A
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sed block and embayment of the Garafía landslide
has been approximately reconstructed from these
data and observations mside the numerous galen'us
zxca\ared for groundwater in the northern shield.
These data agee remarkably well with the extension
offshore of the corresponding debris avalanche deposits shown in Fig. 50 (Urgele's et al., 1999; Masson
et al., 2002), with some significant discrepancies.
Masson et al. (2002) dated the Garafía landslide,
which they named Playa de La Veta debns avalanche
complex, at between 1-0.8 ma. However, there is no
~eochronologicalor stratigraphical evidence of any
i í i ~ j ü rlx~daiiciei&ng piacz in U~G
rior-iern shieid
between 1.2 and about 0.5 ma. These authors locate
the western h i t of their Playa de La Veta debns avalanche complex north of this beach, supporting this
assumphnn in a y_rc~g7!
c~m-muficx~nn
nf a s q p
sed nlajor tecronic discordante obsened from the sea
in the cliff behind this beach. However. onshore
obsenation showed tbis feature to be a local unconfonnitg, possibly the filling of a palaeobarranco, since
[he entire cliff sequence corresponds to the Upper
Taburiente, h e top lavas being dated at 0.4 ma (Guil l o ~et al., 2001). The actual border is located east of
Bto. de Jieque, very close to the preseni western cliff
=f t!x Lddcrd. in fact, lavas of Ule pre-coiiapse Sarafía volcano outcrop in this barranco at about 1500 m
~ 1 "JIe
. eastem limit of rhis landshde is more difficult
t@ infer from onshore geological observations. It may

Fij. SO.-Shaded reiief image of the debns avalanche de osits
frorn different gnvitational iandslides in the submarine Ranks
of L3.Palma. Iniage from Masson a al., 2002.

correspond to h e debris avalanche reported by Urgelés et al., (1999) and Masson et al. (2002), north of
Santa Cruz de La Palma, which these authors associa+=
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there is no geolopical evidence onshore.
The Cumbre Nueva giant landslide has been anticipated by Machado (1963) and described by Ancochea et al. (.1994). Carracedo (1994) and Carracedo
et al. (1999 a, b). This event is an important feature
in the peology of La Palma, initiating the Caldera
de Tabunente and the Valle de Aridane depressions,
a geomorphologic divide between the northern
sheld and the southern Cumbre Meja volcano.
The southwards nii,mtion of volcanism in the late
stages of development of the Taburiente volcano
favoured the growth of the southern Cumbre Nueva
LC&
21111 ~ u w a r u sU L ~ ~ A U L U(1
L ~in Fig. 51 A). T k wesieiii
Ilank of the rift collapsed at about 530-566 ka (2 in
37 A). As descnbed above, the growth of the Bejenado bolcano nested in the collapse embayment forced
th_e ~ J . ~ ; ~ ~ P SiSn ~&V~Pn nf thp Reo de L a Anguctias, and retrogressive erosion at the headwall of the
barranco originated the present Caldera de Tabunente ( Z and 3 in Fig. 51A). SubsequentIy. the Cumbre
Vieja volcano partially filled the embayment okerIying the Bejenado lavas, and de\eloped southwards
attached to the remainder of the Cumbre Nueva rift.
The geomew and extension of the collapsed block
can be estimated from the obsemation of the cores of
'oorttiioies driiied ir1 UIG VZic de kidane for hy&o~eologicalresearch. From rhese data and other observations the pre-collapse elevation of the Cumbre
Nueva nft can be estimated in about 2.500 m asl, and
.--L-L.T.-
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Fig. 51.-A) Cartoon illustratinp the growth and collapse of the
Cumbre Nueva rift. B) Inferred disposition of the slide planes of
the successive gravitational flank collapses in the northern shield.

Siebert (1984) and quoted by Ancochea et al. (1994).
Aahr;n
ni,nlnn-ha
,-.no+ +AIIO-OP
OAA;
b a u ~ b ~ bUu~ U I I J a ~ K U I L I Iauu
~
~ J L - L U I I ~~~L~U L ments fonn a plastic layer favouring subsequent landsliding of the lava sequences filling the previous
collapse embayment, giving place to successive nested calderas. This process was anticipated by Bravo
(1962) who narned this plastic fonnation «fanglomerate», although this author interpreted the sedirnents
as weathered volcanic formations preceding and not
resulting from an earlier giant landslide.
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Faults, fissures and rocLfalls
No irnportant faults or regional fractures have been
observed in La Palma. As already discussed, some
features interpreted as major fractures or collapse
scarps appear to be, in fact, local unconformities, probably fossilized palaeobarrancos. Tensional fractures
close to and parallel to the cliff edges are relatively
abundant, apparently precursors of the numerous
rockfalls observed at the foot of the coastal cliffs of
the northem shield and in the walls of the Caldera de
TnL.,rla-ta n a l ,
xauuLxLuLb.

the volume of the collapsed block or blocks in about
180-200 km3(Carracedo et al., 1999 a. bj.
Surprisingly, neither the earlier Garafía landslide nor
this late collapse, nor the erosive enlargement of the
Caldera de Tabunente seems to have exhumed lava
sequences of the Garafía volcano, which outcrops
1000 m above the Caldera floor only a few kilometres
to the north (see Fig. 16). A plausible explanation is
sketched in Fig. 51 B, which shows the approximate
disposition of the successive Garafía and Cumbre
Nueva giant landslides, the latter cutting at a steeper
angle the lava sequence filling the embayment of the
former. The occurrence of these recurrent, nested
giant landslides may refiect the process described by

of the Playa de La Veta rockfalls.
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the base of the cliffs and show different stages of
fragmentation, occasionaly preserving large blocks in
which the collapsed volcanic formations can be easily
recognized, as in the Fajana de Los Hombres and
Playa de La Veta rocHalls (Fig. 52). Rockfalls in the
walls of the Caldera de Tabunente are very frequent,
some very l q e and recenf such as the Risco Liso, at
the centre of the western wall. They drastically
modify the drainage system inside the Caldera.
Bonelli Rubio (1950) first described the 2.5 km
long, en echelon faults or fractures that opened
during the 1949 eruption (Fig. 53). These fractures,
with vertical jumps exceeding 5 metres in come places, apparently connected the vents of the 1949
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Fig. 54.-Estimatd extension of the successive volcanoes forming the northem shield of La Palma: R e cross section iIlustrates how the sequential volcanoes resurface and enlarge the
island, forming extrnded coastal platíoms in each cycle.

eruption (Fig. 53 B). Canacedo (1994), Carracedo
et al. (1999 a, b) and Day et al. (1999) analysed
their potential association with a detached block at
the western flank of the Cumbre Vieja volcano. of
which these faults could be the surficiai manifestation However, the lack of seismicity and ground
deformation (Moss et al., 1999) seerns to point to
an inactive shaiiow fearure, rhat snouia be, norwithstanding. fully investigated and monirored.

Muin patterns in shield growrh
The disposition of the successive volcanoes thar
coalesced to form the northern shield is a good
example of how these juvenile shields evolve. As
shown in Fig. 54, there is a progressive increase in
the extension and elevation of the isiand as the successive volcanoes aggregate. Each volcano undergoes a succession of constructi\e and destmctive
phases, with enlargement and mass wasting (marine
and meteonc erosion and gravitational collapses),
respectively. As shown in the cross sections, each
volcmo resurfaced the island. and lma flows fossilized h e cliffs and fomied new coastal platforms.
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The apparently progressive differentiation of
rnagrnas and, possibly, decreasing emptive rates and
frequency of eruptions during the late stages of the
Taburiente volcano, may explain the growth of a
centralized edifice and the general change in slope
observed (P2 and P1 in Fig. 54). This feature can be
readily observed in Tenenfe, where recent eruptions
stop mid-slope and seldom reach the coast, making
the central part of the island increasingly steeper.

GEOLOGY AND VOLCANOLOGY
OF THE ISLAND OF EL HIERRO
Geomorphological features
The island of El Hierro, the smallest and westernmost of the Canaries, is the emergent surnmit of a
280 km' volcanic shield which rises from a 37004000 m deep seafloor (see Figs. 1 and 6). The most
characteristic feature of the island is its tnincated
trihedron shape, with three convergent ndges of volcanic cones separated by wide, horseshoe embayments (Fig. 55).
Unlike the island of La Palma, which has had
seven eruptions in histonc time (the last 500 years),
there are only questionable records of a single
eruption (Lomo Negro volcano, 1793) in El Hierro
(Hemández Pacheco, 1982), although most probably this event may have been an offshore eruption
which produced the seisrnicity felt .in .that year. A
sampk froíii a groüp of íecent emiss:o:: rents e::
the central plateau, near the village of San Andrés
(Mña. Chamuscada-Mña. Entremontañas volcanic
group), yielded a 14C age of 2,500 r 70 years BP.
Previous work on El Hierro itself is relatively scarce. Hausen (1964) and Bravo (1968) made general
descriptions of the geology of the island. The former
provides interesting data on the subsurface structure
of the El Golfo embayment and the latter suggests
for the frst time a possible tectonic origin for the El
Golfo embayment. Abdel Monem and co-workers
(1972j, and Fúster et al. (1993) provided the first
(whole rock) K-Ar ages, recently revised by Guillou
et a!. (1996), uslng an unrpiked technique on
microcrystalline groundmass separates and combining the radiometric dating with the magnetic stratigraphy. Pellicer (1977, 1979) canied out the first
comprehensive geological and petrological study of
El Hierro, including a schematic geoiogicai map,
revised by Carracedo et al. (1997 c) and in this work.
Offshore studies by Masson (1996), Urgelés et al.
(1997), and Masson et al. (2002) based on swath
bathymetry coverage, detected debns deposits on the
island slopes and adjacent ocean floor, clear eviden-

ce of recent landslide activity in the island. Submarine prolongation of the active rifts has been clearly
outlined by these oceanographic data (see Fig. 5).

Age of volcanism
About 16 radiometric (KíAr and 14C) ages have
been published from volcanics of El Hierro by
Abdel Monem et al., 1972 (5 ages) and Fúster et al.,
1993 (11 ageu). Yi?i!!vu ar?d co-workers (1996)
approached the dating of El Hierro volcanism with the
same technique described for La Palma, with stringent constraints in the sarnpling, replicating measurements and using geomagnetic reversals and sections to control the consistency of the ages. These
authors obtained 1 I4C and 18 KfAr ages, and,
recently, another 9 new WAr ages, to complete the
geochronology of the island (Table 3 and Fig. 56).
As discussed in Guillou et al. (1996), the previous ages were notably inconsistent, ranging from
3.05 r 3 to 0.19 + 0.01 (Abdel-Monem et al., 1972)
or from 0.80 t- 0.06 to less than 0.05 ma (Fúster et
al., 1993). The age of 3.05 ma of the former authors
proved to be a grossly excess single age, whereas
the assumption of the latter authors that the island
was developed entirely in the Brunhes epoch is no&
consistent with the reverse polarity volcanic units
identified in a preliminary study (Carracedo, 1994),
later confmed by Guillou and co-workers (1996).
When al1 the ages are considered (Fig. 571, the
island of El Hierro shows a short period of shield
t m te La P&xi.
dewhpmenf inferior hy a k o ~C.5
The volcanic history of the island comprises the
entire Brunhes normal polarity epoch and the upper
part of the Matuyama reverse polarity epoch, including the Jaramillo normal event (see Fig. 56).
The absence of reliabie isiand-wide stratigraphic
markers and the major volcano-tectonic events
complicate precise reconstruction of the volcanic
history of El Hierro based solely on radiometric
dating and standard geological observations.
Mapping with K-Ar dated geomagnetic reversals
has allowed stratigraphic correlation between sections, perrnitting the reconstruction of the geological evolution of this volcanic edifice.
Four main magnetozones were defined from
magnetic polarity stratigraphy and radiometric ages
in outcropping volcanic units and inside wells and
galerías (Fig. 58) and correlated in the main cliffs
and sections of the isianci (Fig. 59). i n e iowest
reverse magnetozone (R2) appears only along the
NE side of the island, generally in lavas dipping
steeply (30-3.5") towards the sea from the NE ndge.
R? lavas were also detected in gallenes and boreholes in this part of the island. The oldest age,
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Table 3.-Location, type of rock, geomagnetic polanty and age of volcanics from El Hierro
(Ages from Guillou et al., 1996, and Szérémeta et al., 1999)
Sample

LPCl-1-1
CI HI 16
SJ 03
CI HI 11
CI HI 07
SJ 02
SJ O1
CIHI15
CI HI 13
CI HI 4.0
CI Hi 14
CIHI o1
CI m 02
CI HI 03
EG 16
EG 22
EG 40
CI HI 04
CI HI27
CI I-II 05
CI HI 06
cm-100
CI HI 18
CI HI 12
cm-101
CI HI O8
aHI10
CI HI 09

Locality

Lavas from Mña. Chamuscada
Borehole S-10, at a depth of 23 m
Cliff of El Julan
Borehole S-16, at a depth of 68 m
Borehole S-16, at a depth of 266 m
Cliff of El Julan
Cliff of El Julan
Rift lavas cascading into Las Playas
embayment
Punta del Guincho
C l i of El Golfo
Rift lavas cascading into Las Playas
embayment
Cliff of El Golfo
Cliff of El Golfo
Cliff of El Golfo
Ciiff of E1 Golfo
Cliff of El Golfo
Cliff of El Golfo
Cliff of El Golfo
Ciiff of El Golfo, at the end of galería
Los Tincos
Ciiff of El Golfo
Valverde
Barranco del Balón
El T o d
Crater of Mña. Ventejís
Barranco de Tiñor
Barranco de Tiñor
Barranco del Balón
Road to Puerto de La Estaca, Km 1

Type of rock

UTM

m a.s.1.

Po1

Method

Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt

WAr
WAr
WAr

Basalt
Basalt
Basalt

K/Ar
WAr
WAr

Basalt
Trachyte
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt

KIAr
WAr
WAr
WAr

Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basalt
Basa1t
Baralt
Basalt

1.12a.02 ma, comes from the steep dipping lavas
of El Tiñor volcanic edifice (R, magnetozone) near
h e r t o de La Estaca. A similar age of 1.11+ 0.01 ma
was obtained for the sarne formation 2.5 km apart
(Barranco del Balón). The latest emission vents of
El Tiñor volcanic edifice corresponding to the R,
magnetozone, from samples collected near Tiñor,
gave two ages of 1.05d.02 and 1.04a.02 ma.
Normal polarities corresponding to the N, magnetozone were detected in subhonzontal lakas overlying R2 on the San Andrés plateau. Some of these
iavas spiiied over &e rim of the centrai piateau md
filled canyons carved into the steep dipping R2 lavas.
The subhorizontal lavas of the San Andrés plateau,
corresponding to N, magnetozone, yielded an age of
1.04a.01 ma. TheAlatexenolith-rich lavas from El
Tiñor edifice, from the Ventejís volcanic (R, magnetozone) vents, gave the youngest age of 882 +13 ka.
The Tiñor volcano appears to have been active for
a period of at least 0.20-0.27 ma, taking into account
the uncertainties in the ages. However, the main
parts of the edifice, the steeply dipping lavas, seem

Age mean value

I4C
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr

WAr

WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAr
WAI
KJAr
WAr

WAr
WAr
WAr

WAr

to have been ernitted in a surpnsingly short period of
about 100 ka. At a later stage the emission rates
declined and erosion of canyons around the central
plateau resulted in the development of marked
unconfomities and a more complex outcrop pattem.
This control of the distribution of lavas by erosional features is unusual in the shield-building stage
of volcanic activity (i.e.: compared to Hawaii) and
perhaps reflects the lower rate of eruption of lava in
El Hierro.
A few xenolith-rich lavas (forming a very distinct
unit since xenoiitns are generaiiy absent from the
lavas of El Hierro), of reverse polady (R,), unconformably overlie both R2 and N2 lavas (see Fig. 59).
These R, lavas correspond to a late event of the Ventejís group, a cluster of cinder cones to the NW of the
town of Valverde. They flow towards the sea over an
aiready deeply eroded topography, carved on the earlier volcanic formations. On the basis of radiometnc
age data we assigned R1 and R2 to the Matuyama
reverse epoch and Ns to the Jararnillo normal-polarity event withn that epoch (Figs. 56 and 59).
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Fig. 56.-Correlation of the radiometric ages from lavas of El Hierro and magnetozones.

Finally, lava flows and cinder cones of normal

escarpment also cut consistently normal polarity
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normal-polarity rocks continue up without intervening reverse-polarity intervals, although a number
of discordances are present, to lavas of subhistonc
age. On the hasi- of radiometric ages discussed
below we assigned the whole of this sequence to the
Bninhes normal polanty chron Pigs. 56 and 59).
These youngest (N,) normal polari&y rocks form
the bulk of El Hierro, including al1 the rocks in the
South and west of the island. and form very thrck
sequences. Magnetic polarity profiles in the 1100-m
vertical escqment of El Golfo are entirely composed of normal polarity volcanics (Figs 59 and 60).
??oriiiel lavas iihewisc paitiy fiii íiit: Ei Uüifü
embayment, as evidenced by samples from a 280
m-deep borehole locared inside the embaqment.
The galerías located at the foot of the El Golfo

The limited outcrop of reverse polarity lavas in
the NE of the isIand, the presence of the Jaramillo
normal-polkty lavas, and the catastrophic disruption of the island by severai yiant lateral collapses
may explain the difficulties encountered by previous researchers in thcir reconstnictions of the volcanic history of El Hierro.

Rlain stratigraphic units and volcanoes
of El Hierro

--- 2 - - ---..-..*-A*: ----:.L -.,:1dence allours the drvision of the subaexial rocks of
El Hierro into three main volcanic units that correspond to successive volcanic edifices:
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Fig. 57.-Comparisonof the ages published from volcanics and intmsives of El Hierro.

1) The first subaerial edifice, the Tiñor volcano
(the seamount stage does not outcrop in El Hierro);
2) The El Golfo edifice; 3) The nft volcanism which
fums a re!ative!y t,Un seq!ence with e ~ i s s i mvents
distributed in three volcanic nft branches that have
not as yet produced a topographically distinct edifice
(see Fig. 56 and the geological map). These main
volcanoes are separated, as in La Palma, by major
tectonic events (gravitational collapses).
Although the main geological and geomorphological features of El Hierro are very similar to those
of La Palma, both islands being similar in age and
m a p a t i components, íheii fin& shaFK:arid nioiphology are remarkably different. As discussed

below, this feature may reflect the differences in
the stability of the magmatic plumbing, that is stationary in El Hierro and southward migrating in La

Pa!~n..
Geological and volcanological description of the
stratigraphic units and volcanoes of El Hierro
Tlñor volcano

Tiñor volcano fonns the first stage of subaerial
growth of Ci Keno. 1%p~eseníouícrop is conÍined

to the NE ff ank of the island and inside the Las Pla-
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flanks, and 3) A group of ernission vents with wellpresemed wide craters (the Ventejis volcano goup;]
and lavas occupying valIeys and canyons carved into
the older rocks. The flows of the Ventejis unit are
very easily identifiable by their significant xeiiolith
content: in contrast with the lavas of La Palma, most
El Hierro flows are xenolith-por.
These three units have different geomagnetic
polarities, corresponding to magnetozones R2, N2
and R,, respectively, as already discussed.
The Ventejis eruptions may have been a terminai
explosive stage, as suggested by the morphology of
the vents and the high xenolith content of the lavas.
This explosive stage may have immediately preceded the collapse of the N W f i a d of Tiñor volcano,
as discussed below.
Cross sections in Fig. 60 show the relative stratigraphic position of Tiñor and the subsequent volcanoes. The lirnited extent of Tiñor volcano towards
the S and W is evident in sections 1 and 5 of this
figure and in Fig. 6 1.

The El Golfo volcarzo
After Tiñor volcano collapsed a new volcanic edifice (El Golfo volcano) deveioped (see Fig. 61 E),
fillíng the NW-facing collapse embayment and finally
spilling lavas towards the E coast overlying Tiior volcano (see section 4 in Fig. 60 and G in Fig. 61).
El Golfo volcano developed entirely in the Brunhes penod. One of the lowest lavas filling the El
&,if"
ayrnerii gaue m
1-I'L--..C,-,
U1 34-1 KP. 1 lICLCLUlG,
an important break in the activiq of El Hierro may
have taken place benveen Tiñor and El Golfo volcanoes, probably coinciding in time with the period of
rapid growth of the Cumbre Nueva volcanic rift
zone in the nearby island of La Palma (see discussion in section III- 1 and Fig. 72).
The radial dips of the lava flows indicate that
the El Golfo edifice was centred near the town of
Frontera, incide the later collapse embayment. The
surnrnit region may have been as much as 15002000 metres highl. Two sub-units may be identified in this volcano from morphological differenc e j and freE the !x2! deve!~pme~tnf iincnnf~rmities: 1) a basa1 unit. predominantly composed of
strombolian and surtseyan pyroclastics (cinder
cones and tuff nngs), with subordinate lava flows,
and 2) an upper unit predominantly composed of
lava flows. The lower unit is cut by nurnerous
dykes which form NE-, ESE- and WNW- trending
swarms that match the present volcanic vent systems and indicate that a triple nft system was an
important feature of the El Golfo edifice. In contrast, the relatively small number of exposed fee-"A'

Fig. 58.-Definition

of the magnetozones in representative
sections of El Hierro.

yas embayrnent (see F i g . 56 and 60, and the geolo-

gical map and cross sections). This is the result of
the destruction of the NW part of the volcano by a
giant collapse. as discussed below, and partial covering of the volcano during the later stages of growth
of the island.
Tiñor volcano developed
very. rapidly
and there is
..
nv cofijiaent compjiaond
v v - m.n wit h e fiar
can be mapped in the field. However, there are several differences between units that may reflect the
morphological evolution of the developing edifice: 1)
a baca1 unit of relatively thin, steeply-dipping flows,
probably corresponding ro &e initial sta,oes of gr0W.h
of the volcano, with steep flanks. 2j An intermediate
unit of thicker lavas, that progressively trend to subhorizontal flows in the centre of the edifice, probably
reflecting the lower siopes of this mature stage of
growth of the volcano, but which fill canyons on the
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Fig. 59.-Disposition

and extension of the magnetozones in galerías and boreholes in El Hierro.

der dykes in the Upper El Golfo unit indicates that
the lavas which make this up mainly originated
from near the surnmit of El Golfo volcano, although
some flank vents are spectacularly exposed in the El
Golfo cliffs. This central concentration of volcanic
vents is in marked contrast with the younger nft
series volcanism. The upper El Golfo unit is topped
by several differentiated (trachybasalts, trachytes)
lava flows and block-and-ash deposits. We interpret
these volcanic differentiates as the terminal stages
of activity of El Golfo volcano, prior to the estahlish-ment of the fift volc~n1sm( S P P helow), similar
to the central differentiated volcano developed at
the late stages of the Taburiente volcano in La
Palma.
The duration of the growth of El Golfo volcano
can be estirnated to be about 360-380 ka as indicated by the lower age of 545 ka and the age of the
trachytic lavas (176 ka) in the collapse scarp section
(see section 2 in Fig. 47).
The Rift volcanism
Although a multiple nft system was present in
the El Golfo volcano, and may also have controlled
the development of the NE - trending Tiñor volcano, we define the rift volcanism as the late stage of
growth of the island when the three arms of the rift
have been simultaneously active. The rift series
lavas are broadly conformable on El Golfo lavas in

much of the island, but striking local unconformities are present especially near the old coastlines.
As a result of this wide distribution of vents a relatively thin layer of basic lavas has covered much of
the island. These lavas have largely filled the El
Julan collapse embayment and partially the El
Golfo embayment (see sections 1,4 and 5 in Fig. 47
and the geological map).
The maximum age of these eruptions is constrained by the differentiated emissions topping El
Golfo volcano (134 ka).
Radiometic rges h m !45 tn 2.5 Ir2 (K-AL ages
from 145 ka to 11 ka (Guillou et al., 1996); I4C-ages
of 6.74 ka (Pellicer, 1977) and 2.50 ka (Guillou et
al., 1996) indicate that activity in this late volcanic
stage is continuing, although the eruptive rates are
relatively moderate. As yet the rift-series volcanism
has not, therefore, produced a well-defined volcanic
edifice comparable to the Tiñor and El Golfo volcanoes. This may be the consequence of the rnigration
=f rG!canic ac:ivi:j:
:o :he nearby isiaIid of La
Palma, where the very active Cumbre &eja volcano
developed in this period (see section 111.1 and
Fig. 72).
Petrology and geochemistry

The recent reconstruction of the volcanic history
of the island of El Hierro by Guillou et al. (1996),
applying palaeomagnetic suatigraphy and accurate
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Fig. 6 1 . 4 a r t o o n sketching the geological evoluuon of El Hierro.

WAr dating, allows the petrological and geochemi- Petrographical features
cal analysis of representative sarnples of the valcanosuatigraphic units defined (Table 4). Thís appro- Tiñor volcano
ach aims to define the trends of petrographical and
The oldest subaenal lavas of El Hierro (sample
chemical variation of the magmatism in this early
stage of the island's development, as we1l as mode- CIHI-09) outcrop at the base of the Tiñor volcanic
lling the genesis and the nature of the El Hierro edifíce, at the SE coast near Puerto de La Estaca.
magmatic source.
These massive oceanitic lavas are iypical mafic
Samples of the oldest Tiñor volcano are possibly basalts (see Fig. 6 2 ) with phenocrystals such as
the most representative of the initial magmatism of euhedral olivine and augite and several ore minethe island, while the continuous lava sequence rals. The groundmass has a porphync texture with
observed at the 1500 m vertical scarp of the collap- microcrystals of plagioclase, clinopyroxene and Fesed E1 Golfo volcano evoived from basalts to Ti oxides. These lavas are nor altered and only
trachytes. Finally, the last eruptive cycle, related to some crystals of olivine present slight «iddingsite
volcanic actiuity at the triple-armed rift structure, rims». Other flows inside the late Ventejís xenolithspread over the entire island, does not show a signi- rich lavas, of the sarne volcanic edifice, such as
ficant temporal gap with the final stages (trachytesj sample CIHI-OS, are rich in phenocrystals of oliviof the El Golfo volcanic edifice.
ne, some with pressure shadowc and partial resorpThe major, trace and REE elements were deter- tion, indicating their xenolithic ongin. The rernainmined by ICP, at the Centre de Recherches Petro- ing samples (CIHI-10 and CIHI-18) from the Tiííor
graphiques et Geochimiques (Nancy, France), with edifice are subaphyric hawaiite flows, with scarce
techniques evolved by Gorvindaraju and Mevelle phenocrystals of clinopyroxene in a cryptocrystalli(l98ij.
ne matrix and some phenocrystals of plagioclase,
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lava flows, such as those filling the El Golfo embayment (sample CIHI-1) show a cryptocrystalline
matrix and an almost total absence of clinopyroxene
phenocrysts, in contrast with the oceanitic flov,. olivine-clinopyroxene rich lavas of the NE rift at Las
Lajas and Punta de El Guincho (sample CIHI-13),
with evident resorption processes in some olivine
crystals. The recent lavas of the NW nft at Lomo
Negro. Hernandez-Pacheco (1982). shou a spectacular abundance of clinopyroxene-olivine phenocrysts and ore rninerals (sarnple CIHI-30).

Fig. 62.-Akalis vs. silica plot for El Hierro volcanism. The
field limits are &en from Brandle et al. (1984) and Le Bas et al.
(1986). The shaded areas correspond to the analytical data of
Pellicer (1977, 1979).

similar to those obsemed in the upper lavas of the
Tiñor volcano.

El Golfo volcano
The lower lava sequence of El Golfo volcano is
formed by massive lava flows with petrographical
characteristics similar to those of the Tiñor volcano,
with olivine-augite basalts at the base of the escarpment (sarnple CIHI-05). Microcrystals of plagioclase, clinopyroxene and oxide microlites, and small
crysrals of chlorite form the groundmass. The sequence evolves to more microcrystalline lavas, some
c ~ b q h y r ihaw&ps
_~
(s~mplpCwJ-Q3),
wih crzcp.
micro-phenocrystals of clinopyroxene and olivine in
a cryptocrystalline matrix with plagioclase, clinopyroxene and ore minerals, and trachybasalts (sarnple
CIHI-04), with some isolated olivine in a near crystalline matrix with microcrystals o í clinopyroxene,
oxide olivine and ore minerals. The more evolved
lavas of the El Golfo edifice are trachytes, well
..
pherepresented by sample CIHI-02, with abundant
,.+..le

.-.c-1.-,,.:,-.,-.1-'
.p i a

i i u u y slam U L

K*lA

s ~ u ~ i~< ;ai u >a t >~a i a ,

a

abpiiii~-au,ir~

and ore rninerals. The amphibol hornblende appears
in isolated phenocrystals with strong corrosion rirns.
The matrix is typically trachytic, with a network of
feldspars and clinopyroxene.

The geochemical composition, major and trace
elements of samples representative of the three
eruptive cycles are presented in Table 4. The total
alkali 1s. Si02 diagram (TAS) of Fig. 62 indicates a
significant range of variation in composition, from
picrite basalts to mafic trachytes, with abundant
intermediate terms. The shaded areas show, for
comparison, the analytical data published by Pellicer (1979). The increase in alkalinity is clearly
apparent along the entire volcanic evolution of El
Hierro, with normative nepheline consistently present in al1 the lavas sarnpled (see Table 4).
The Tiñor volcano shows a relatively limited
range of compositions, from mafic basanite (Bsn)
and picnte (Pc) lavas with high Mg numbers (M@
65-70), to more evolved tephrite (Tph) and uachybasalt (TrB) lavas with lesser Mp numbers (Mg#
48-50). The lavas of the El Golfo volcano show a
wider compositional range, with the most basic
basanites (Bsn) corresponding to the early stages of
the volcano (sample CIHI-05). The Mg number
/ X f i n f + <Q\
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relative more evolved character than the basanitepicrite lavas of the Tiñor volcano. The El Golfo
sequence continues with the emission of trachybasalts (sample CIHI-04) and mafic trachytes (TM),
(sample CIHI-02). probably indicating the latest
phase of activit? of El Golfo volcano (Guillou et al.,
1996). The younger rift volcanism comprises some
basanite-picnte (Bs-Pc) lavas (samples CTHI- 13 and
.
c
+:,....*A
LI~WU), in W I l b U I i d I l L G wiui LIIGLL ~ L U I G I ~ I G ~ L L L W L U
high content in olivine-clinopyoxene phenocrystals. Pan of the rift volcanism is characterised by
more differentiated tephrites (Tph).
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Major and trace elenlent variation
The Rift volcanism
ahe recent rift lavas present varied compositional
and textura1 characteristics. Some massi\ e hawaiite

Changes in significant major and trace elements,
especially the transitional trace and incompatible
elements, in relation with the MgO (Fig. 6 3 ) shows

Table 4.-Analytical data of El Hierro volcanism
Fisura1 Rih Volcanism

Historic
Sample
Rcck type

El Golfo Edifice

CIHUO

CIHIll

ClHIlS

CM113

ClHlOl

PC-Bsn

Tph

Tph
44ka

Bsn

Tph
156ka

1790?

15ka

76ka

CIHIO?
Tr
176ka

CIHI03
Tph
261 ka

CIHIO.1
Tr-B
442h

Tiñor Edificc

CM109

CIHIOS

ClH118

CM108

CIHIlO

Bsn

Tph
1.04ma

PC-Bsn

Tph-TrB

Bsn

1.05ma

1.lima

1.12ma

545ka

m%

SiO:
TiOl
'%O3
F@3
Fe0
MnO
M$.
CaO
Na,O
K20
p205

H20cC02

4 1.33
4.07
9.82
5.70
9.01
0.17
14.21
11.42
2.04
0.84
052
0.56

Mg #
68.8
nef (CIPW) 7.1

a characteristic bend at values of about 6-7%, possibly reflecting the transition from basanites (BsnPc) to more evolved terms (Tph, Tr-B, TM). This
feature points to a significant degree of control of
ferromagnesian minerals, such as olivine, clinopyroxene, and ore minerals, in the differentiation process. Furthermore, the maximum values of MgO are
obsemed in the basanites-picrites (Bsn-Pc) of the
Tiñor volcano and the nft volcanism. Contrarily,

basanites from the lower sequences of El Golfo
volcano show intermediate values, the end-terms
being related to the trachytes (TM). Samples of the
successive flows lavas overlap in the range of 5%
MgO, a clear indication of the wide range of compositions in the volcanism of the island.
The SiO, vs. MgO plot (Fig. 63a) shows positive
correlation trends in basanite-picrite lavas, and
negative in the more evolved lavas co~~esponding
to
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Fig. 63.-Mg0 variation diagrams for major oxides (wt%) and
trace elements (ppm) of lavas of E1 Hierro. See text for discussion.
Symbols as in Fig. 62.

the El Golfo and Rift volcanism. The CaO/Al,O, vs.
MgO variations, with positive correlation uends in
al1 compositions, may reflect olivine and clinopyroxene segregation along the entire sequence and
especially in the more evolved terms (Tph-TrBTM). The trends observed in the variations of total
Fe203 and Ti02, practically identical in the range
MgO c 6%, differ for higher values, suggesting that
the fractionating of Fe-Ti oxides is constrained to
the evolved terms. Finally, P20, vs. MgO variations
s h o ~negative correlation in the basic lavas, with
significant evidence of apatite fractionation in the
differentiated lavas.
The more compatible elements with respect to
olivine and clinopyroxene, such as Ni and Cr
(Fig. 63 b), show a significant decrease at values
of MgO > 6%. The other transitional metals such as
Co, Sc and V show general positive correiation
trends, corresponding to fractionating of ferromagnesian components. The trachytes (TML nearly
totally depleted in these transitional elements, constitute the end-term of the series, in agreement with
their eruption in the final stages of differentiation.
The content in trace elements such as Zr, Nb, Sr,
Ba and Th with respect to MgO has been analysed
for the three main volcanic units (Fig. 63 ci. A tendency towards negative correlation clearly predomnates with these highly incompatible elements, with
progressive enrichments ranging from basanitepicrites (Bsn-Pc). intermediate terms: tephritesiraciij'oadis (Tpli-TiD), io trachyies (Thl). T k
sampfes of the three main eruptive phases overlap
in the range of 5% MgO.
The geochernical trends observed point to a certam degree of continuity or systematrc differentiation in the lavas emtted in the Tiñor and El Golfo
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volcanoes. The oldest lavas of the former edifice
(sample CIHI-09, 1 .12 ma) have compositional characteristics close to those of primary materials. with
high contents in MgO and compatible trace elements
Ki, Cr, Co and Sc, but lo& contents in incompatible
elements such as Sr, Kb, Sr, Ba, and Th. The lavas
of the El Golfo edifice are more evolved, with
decreasing values of compatible elements, while the
values of incompatible elements overlap with the
more evolved terms of the Tiñor volcano. The
t h ~ Golfo volrzno rhow
miwit_fa&vt~~
' nf
- - ---mum ennchment in incompatible elements, Finally,
the lavas related to the rift volcanism, the late stage
of volcanic activity in El Hierro, with emptions
spread over the enure island, present diverse compositions, from basanite-picrite to more evolved
tephritic terms.
The overlapping compositions observed suggest
that lavas evolved paralle1 to the volcanic growth of
El Hierro. The abundance ratios involving elements
of similar incompatibility hake been proposed by
Chen et al. (1991) and Frey et al. (1394) as defining
temporal changes in the Hawaiian volcanoes. In the
island of El Hierro, ratios such as NbfLa (1.2 t:
0.12), L d C e (0.47 + 0.01), SrnfNd (0.20 + 0.01),
SrNd (14.8 +l.1) and PINd (63 + 3) are relatively
constant, pointing to a homogeneous source and,
likely, a comagmatic ongin of the lava sequence.
Fractional crystallization
The systematic enrichrnent observed in the abundance of incompatible trace elements seems to be
primanly controlled by crystal fractionation, inducing segregation of mafic mineral phases such as
olivine, clinopyroxene and ore minerals, that consuain the variations observea in rhe contenr in MgV
and transition metals.
The best-suited lava to represent a theoreticaI
eparent magma>. is possibly sample CIHI-09, from
the lower sequences of the Tiñor volcano. This is
the oldest lava sampled and does not present
xenocrystals or accumulative processes. Tne calcuIations of the simulated fractional crystallization
process were canied out with the program CRE'STAL (Barca et al., 1993). The results obtained are
shown in Table 5 and plotted in Fig. 64 (see for
comparison the analytical values of Table 4). The
incompatible element abundance normalized to
*r;mnr~;o~
m o n + ~ c . , - r ' l l l l P r /Ci,n

p i i i i i v i u i u ~iiiaiicic

r ciiuvo
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1989) fit, in general, with Ehe calculated values. I R
surnrnq, the greater part of the more evohed lavas
from the island of El Hierro may be denved from a
primary magma. represented by sample CIHI-09
from the initiai eruptions of the Tiñor volcano, bq

Table 5.--Trace Element Crystal Fractional Model of El Hierro volcanisrn

--

Mineral phase su
PARENT

Type and Location ~,aniples

Age

MgO '% DAUGHTER
-

Type and Localion sarnple

Age

MgO %

01

Cpx

Ox

15 ka

4.80

30.6

61.4

7

44ka
158 ka

5.47
5.07

61.4
57.1

32.6
36.0

6
7.

176 ka
261 ka
442ka
545 ka

1.31
4.98
4.76
8.31

45.6
55.0
48.3
63.3

25.3
37.7
40.4
34.7

26.
7.
11.
2.

1.04 ma
1.11 ma

4.61
4.80

54.5
46.9

39.7
46.5

5.
6.

R1FT VOLCANiSM
CIHI-05 Bsn E1 Golfo. base
escarpment (85 m)
CIHI-09 Bsn Puerto Estaca ('lriñor)
CIHI-09 Rsn Puerto Estaca (lriiior)

545 ka

8.311

CIHI-11

Tph flow filling El Golfo

1.12 nia
1.12 ma

10.911
10.91:

CIHI-15 Bsn Las Playas
CIHI-O1 Bsn End flow lavas 650 m

545 ka
1.12 ma
1.12 ina
1.12 nia

8.31
10.91
10.91
10.91

CIHI-02
CIHI-03
CIHI-04
CIHI-05

1.12 ma
l. 12 ina

10.91
10.91

CIHI-18 Tph El Toril
CIHI-10 Tph- Bco del Balón

TIlE EL GOLFO VOLCANIC E'IIIFICE

CIHI-05
CIHI-09
CIHI-O9
C1111-09

Bsn El Golfo base e!;carpriient
Bsn Puerto Estaca (Tiñor)
Bsn Puerto Estaca (l'iíior)
Bsn Piierto Estaca (l'iñor)

CIHI-09 Bsn Piierio E~taca(l'iñor)
CIHI-09 Bsn Puerto Estaca (Tifiar)

Tr Trachytes 585 m
Tph Flow lavas 505 m
Tr-H Flow lavai 295 m
Bsn El Golfo. base
escarpment 85 m
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means of a continued process of fractional crystallization, with segregation of ferromagnesian mineral
phases and Fe-Tí oxides. However, the origin of the
trachytes from the final activity of the El Golfo volcano and the more tephritic flows filling the El
Golfo embayment require a more evolved parent
magma, similar in composition to the basanites at
the lower part of the sequence of the El Golfo
escarpment (sarnple CIHI-05). This is partrcularly
evident for the derivation of the trachytic la~ras
(sarnple CIHI02), which requires the addtion of new
mineral phases such as feldspar and augite for the
postulated fractionated crystallization model. A distinct and consistent enrichment in regard to the
more primary lavas is evident in the three main
eruptive phases (Fig. 64). alchough the patterns relative to a pnmitive mantle composition are similar.
In summary, the fractional process induces a
general enrichrnent in incompatible elements, evidenced by the uniform trend of e ~ c h m e nin
t light
REE (LREE) vs. heavy REE (HREE) elements in
the
variations of Fig. 65 a. The plotting of
(La/Yb)Nvs. MgO and (La/Yb)? vs. (La)N,shows
the lesser si,uficance of basaniúc-picritic terms in
the Tiñor volcano when compared with the subsequent El Golfo and Rift volcanism. These values
iiicicase i ~ w a i d sChr more differeniiated lavas
(tephrites-trachybasalts), that overlap in the range
of 5% MgO. The process reaches the maximum in
the end terms (mafic trachytes).

Since the composition of the mantle source is
udmown, a quantitative evaiuation of partid meiting is unfeasible. However. a semi-quantitative
approach to the characteristics of the source can be
inferred from the samples of relatively more prim o r . , rinrnnr\.-:t;en
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proposed by McKenzie and O'Nions (1991) for
deriving melt dismbution from inversion REE data,
similarly to the evaluation of the rate of plume melr
production in Hawaiian volcanism (Watson and
McKenziz, 1991), or the modelling of the composition of basaltic magmas of oceanic islands (McKenzie and O'Nions, 1996). As shown by ThirlwalI et
al. (1994), this requires the definition of the paragenesis ot the source, since these features constram
significantly the applicability of the inversion rnethod (Watson, 1993).
Plotting of LafY vs. Zrmb and LaYb vs. Dyfitb
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proposed by Thirlwall et al. (1994, 2000) and Baker
et al. (1997) helps in khe characterization of the
paragenesis of the source. In El Hierro, the lavas

Fig. 64.-Primitivr. mantlr nonnalized plots (Sun and McDonough, 1989) for the different volcanoes of El Hierro. The shaded area correspnds to the fracuonal crystallization model caiculated from data of Table 5. S e text for discussíon. Symbols
in Fig. 62;

selected from the Tiñor edifice (sarnples CIHI-OS
and CIHI-09) may be considered to be near primary
(M@ 65-70), as well as some nft volcanism lavas
(samples CIHI-13 and CIHI-30), as indicated in
Fig. 65 b. The Zr/Nb-LaR diagram (Thirlwall et al.,
2000) of these sarnples shows them to be consuaiiied io ganieí-kics iiidiiiig hajeciuricb, in inícrrnediate position with Gran Canaria and La Palma. The
basanitic-picritic terms are clearl: separated from
the more evolved lavas. Likewise, the (DyA'b),--
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Fig. 65.-(a) Variation of (LdYb), vs. MgO (a compatible element) and vs. La, (the most incompatible REE element) for the successive volcanoes of El Hierro. (b) La/Y vs. Zr/Nb and Dyrib, vs.
dia,orams, similar to those proposed by Thirlwall et al. (2000)
to evaluate the source of basalts from the shield stage of Tenerife. See text for discussion. Symbols as in Fig. 62.

m

(LaKb), diagram (Thirlwall et al., 2000) shows the
sarnples from El Hierro bound between Gran Canan a and Tenerife, and overlapping La Palma. Lavas
from the liñor voicano group in the fieici of iow
(DyNb)* when compared with the succeeding El
Golfo and Rift volcanism. Dispersion of (LdYb)N
values may reflect fractionating of clinopyroxene.
If the composition of the source is assumed to be
of a homogeneous nature, and the volcanics of the
different eruptive phases of El Hierro are presumed
to be cogenetic, the modelling by inversion of REE
data, as McKenzie and O'Nions (1991) proposed,
will be feasible. h t h s assumption, it must be accepted that the initial magmatism presents compositional charactenstics close to those of the above-mentioned pnmitive lavas, whereas the remaining more
A:ffo.-o-+;~t~A

--m.-..-"
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values considered to be the primary subaerial volcanism of the island. The best fit calculated melt distribution (Fig 66 b) conforms to the decompression
meiung of ciepiereci manrie afrer the exuacüon o i a
melt originated at 80-108 km, and increasing melt
fraction in the garnet-spinel transition zone between
81-93 km. The maximum values of melt fraction
would be in the range of 1.16, with an upper liniit
of 2.2 %, after correction for 24% fractionation. As
depicted in Fig. 66 c, the best fit of the model requires a relative e ~ c h r n e n in
t rare earth elements by a
factor of -1.5 with respect to the depleted upper
mantle, possibly in response to changes in the source of the shield stage lavas (McKenzie and O'Nions,
1991; Watson, 1993).

-
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fractionation under Iower pressure. The result of the
extraction melt obtained by inversion from the
depleted upper mantle used for the normalization
(Fig. 66 a) shows the element concentration REE
ratios in remarkable agreement with the mean

Geochemical evolution of El Hierro
The island of El Hierro, the westemmost of the
Canaq Archipelago, presents a simple geochemical
evolution, possibly in consonance with rapid tem-
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Fig. 66.-Results obtained after application to samples of El Hierro of the REE @version model of McKenzie and O'Nions (1991):
(a) Observed and caiculated elemental concentration ratios and standard deviation for basalts from El Hierro in relation with the
depleted upper rnantle source. (b) Variation of melt fraction dismbution with deprh obtained by the inversion model. (c) Emichrnent
ratios required in the source region melts in relation to the depleted upper mantle.

poral growth. This can be reIated to the activity of
b ! ~ at present
&e Cmrrm h ~ t s p tp, r e s ~ ~ a !~cated
under this island. As establichLd by Guillou et al.
(1996), the first subaerial eruptive cycle gave place
fo the Tiñor edifice. characterized by more primary
or less evolved Iavas. The lavas of the ensuing volcanic cycle, that constructed the El Golfo edifice,
show more evolved geochernical characteristics,
with highly differentiated final term trachytes.
However, overlapping is evident in the intermediate
terms of &e iiñor ami Ei Goifo eciifices.
The last eruptive cycle, corresponding to widespread eruptions distributed along a triple-armed rift
sq'stem, is charactenzed by the wide compositiond
t;Lia2i.ce =f +U,e layas. Tl,e Uace-eIemen: &+& wggest that the eruptive cycles seem to be connected
by the same stationary magmatic source. They seem
to be related to fractional crystallizatim processes

leading to a systematic enrichrnent in incompatible
~^g&ti\je te
e u d u ~f~ &e
~ ~is!mcl,.
The contents in REE in the more primary lavas of
the island (Tiñor edificej suggest that this alkali
magmatism may have originated in the gamet facies
mantle at about the 12 km amet-spinel transition
zone. by a relatively low proportion of melting
(1.16-3.2 90)of depleted mantle apparently enriched
in REE by a factor of 1.5.
The more pnmary volcanics of El Hierro show
reiativeiy iow ratios of higniy incompatibie eiements, Ba/Nb and higher LaNb ratios (Fig. 67), in
comparison with other oceanic island volcanoes
(Weaver et al.. 1987; Weaver. 1991 a,b; Sun and
?ilcDonoügh, 1989). The p!vc re:.ea!s that h e
values of La Palma are projected close to the limits
of the island of St. Helena. In contrast, El Hierro
appears in theoretical continuity to the normal

p,!ep,p,nt.

-

EMl

Fig. 67.-BdNb vs. La'Nb diagrams. OIB mean values of South Atlantic islands from Weaver et al. (1987) and Sun and McDonough
(1989). Data of the different volcanoes of El Hierro and La Palma are plotted for comparison. See text for discussion.
Symbols as in Fig. 62.

MORB component, with clearly lower values in
comparison with the islands of Ascension and St.
Helena.
On the basis of the above-mentioned ratios, and
until more accurate isotopic determinations are
available, it can be postulated that the more primary
materials of the island of El Hierro provide evidence of %e iliieiactiüli of h e piuiiie EíivíU OiE source with a depleted source of normal mid-ocean
ridge basalts (MORB). These results coincide with
the inversion model proposed, and with those reported earlier by Hoernie et al. (1991) for the western
Canary lslands (La Palma and El Hierro) on the
basis of Sr-Nd-Pb isotopic data. The interpretation
of these authors is based in the interaction of the
Canary hotspot (EIIMU-like) and the asthenosphere
depleted mantle with minor amounts of enriched

mantle material (DM + EM). In a more recent
model by Hoemle and Schrnincke (1993) the basanite magmas in the two youngest and westernmost
islands of the Canary archipelago would be related
to a «blob-type» process.

Structurai geoiogy

Rift zones
Rift development played a major part in the configuration of the island of El Hierro, as clearly shown
in Fig. 55. Since rifts were, as well, a principal force
tnggering and confining giant landslides, they can
be considered to be a key feature in the geological
and geomorphological evolution of the island.
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Fig. 69.-View

Fig. 68.-Dismbution of emptive vents in El Hierro, outlining
a well-defined regular triple-anned rift system.

Rifts are defined by concentration of eruptive
vents (Carracedo, 1979, 1984, 1994, 1996, 1999).
The clustering of vents along three main tecto-volcanic lineaments is clearly apparent in Fig. 68.
Vents appear tightly grouped at the upper part of
the island and spread downslopc. Observation of
submarine vent distribution in a Poseidon dredging
carnpaign in 2000 shows this dispersion to increase at the lower flanks of the island. This feature
may correspond to the higher anisotropy. thermal
mcirioiy 2nd giii~iíationaisiresses ai ihe apicai
part of the island edifice, correlative to the greater
eruptive concentration, as discussed in Section IIL3 and Fig. 73.
Rift lavas ensued after the central, differentiated
emissions that ended the building of the El Golfo
volcano at about 176 ka. These rift eruptions continued, uith relatively low eruptive frequency and
\7olumes, from about 158 ka to 1000 years before
present, from the three arms of the rift system (see
Fig. 56 and the geological map). There is no evidence of historieal eruptions in the island.

3

3

The Tiñor giant collapse
ProbabIy soon after the late explosive episodes of
the Tiñor volcano activity (the xenolith-rich, Ventejís eruptions about 882 ka ago of Figs. 36 and
48 C). the volcanic edifice collapsed towards the
,yU; producing the first giant landslide of El Hierro
(Figs. 47 and 48 D). This collapse malr hajre remo&-14 .r
--.-,-.C I L ~ Iuau
VI

The volcanic history of El Hierro clearly exemplifies the intense interaction between volcano
growth and lateral collapse episodes in the very
early stages of subaenal devslopment of an oceanic
island. At least four main flank collapses have been
clearly identified from on- and offshore obsenauons. i n inis isiand outcrops an extensive and weiipreserved fault scarp related to a detached block
from an incomplete flank collapse.

e

Catastrophic collapses generated the submarinef
debns avalanche deposits observed at the flanks off
El Hierro (see Fig. 5) as reported by Holcomb andg
Searle (1991), Urgelés et al. (1997) and Masson eti
al. (2003).
The present-day island of El Hierro is therefore ai
fraction of the three successive volcanoes accreted;
onto earlier, partially destroyed edifices. The pre-o
sent subaenal volume of the island is probably lessi
than a thnd of the volcanic products erupted. uhichi
gives an idea of the difíiculties encountered in thest.;
ida& ili the euduauori of magma prociucuon andi
eruptive rates.
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Gravitarionulfiank collapses

of the San Andr6s fault.
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part of the Tiñor edifice (see sections in Fig. 47).
The evidence for this giant collapse is s h o n~ in
the cross sections 2-4of Fig. 37. Section 4 of this
figure shows a galería excavated in the Ei Golfo
ernbayment scarp and progressiny touards the lavas
of the Tiñor volcano. At the end of the tunnel, the
El Golfo lavas of 545 ka and normal (Brunhes)
polarity are at the same leve1 as gently east-dipping
iai as more han í .G4 nm ola and of re\ erse poiariry
(Maruyama pre-Jaramillo), which are exposed at the
surface and in galerías to the east.
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Fig. 7 0 . 4 o m p l e x sequence of cliff- and ~cree-formingevents in the El Golfo escarpment inconsistent with the 13-17 ka dating by
Masson (1996) and Masson et al. (1002) of the El Golfo collapse. See text for explanation.

The El Julan giant collapse
This feature was identified in 1991 by Holcomb
and Searle. and considered older than the El Golfo
collapse. The lack of outcrops of the collapse scarp
makes the dating of this event from onshore evidence difficult. Water galerias in the El JuIan collapse
embayment cross part of the filling lavas, belonging
to the Rift volcanism. This constrains the minimum
age of the collapse in about 150 ka. The lava flows
that fill the embayment have been dated at the SU'
coast at between 41 and 3 1 ka (Figs. 33 and 47- 1).

The El Julan collapse, which destroyed the SW
flank of the El Golfo volcano, probably occuned
wnen this voicano was weii áeveiopea.

The San Andrés giant slump
The SE flank of the island is a detached block
bounded by a system of faults (the San Andrés fault
of Carracedo et al., 1997 c, and Day et al, 1997) parallel to the coast and with downthrows up to 300 m
towards the coast (Figs. 42 and 55).
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This fault (Fig. 69) is a relatively young (developed
iwnveen 545 and a'mur i ó i -i7ó ka), aiÍough inacuve lateral collapse stmcture, constrained between the
last ernissions of El Golfo volcano at about 176 ka
and the rift lavas cascading down the collapse scarp
dated at 145 ka (Guillou et al., 1996). It was interpreted as an aborted giant flank collapse by Day and
coworkers (1997). but recent offshore evidence suggests that the faults are the headwall of a slump, part
of which rested onland while the remainder collapsed
forrning the Las Playas embayment and debris avalanche reported by Masson and coworkers (2002).
The welldeveloped topographic fault scarp associated with the San Andrés fault system led to the hypthesis that it was an active incipient collapse stnictirre
and, therefore, a major natural hazard. However, the
age relationships of the faults to lavas and other volcanic rocks which have been dated recently (Guillou et
d.,1996) ~ ~ í i i ~ ^'U&
ie fi d i k t w 'Uic
~ i ~~ g iiiefiiiu
e~ ~
ned above. This relatively old and inactive stmcture is
unlikely to be reactivated since the El Golfo giant
landslide occurred after the tectonic event, without
further reactivation of the San Andrés fault
The El Golfo coilapse
The El Golfo embayment is perhaps the most
spectacular feature of El Hierro. It is some 15 km
across from Roques de Salmor to Arenas Blancas.
extends about 10 km inland from these points. and
ils hea&na!l is s.ti! iíi exeess of l..? N i high in
places. Taking into consideration the likely original height of the El Golfo edifice (about 2000
metres) the probable volume of subaerial material
removed in the formation of the embayment is at
least 120 km3. In addition the available bathymetry
indicates that a similar volume has been removed
below sea level.
Formation of the El Golfo embayment by catastrophic lateral collapse was first proposed on the
basis of the discovery of a giant debris avalanche
deposit offshore to the north (Holcomb and Searle,
1991; Masson, 1996). The age of the El Golfo
embaynieni is síiii in &bate. Sunir aüthon piopused a single collapse thar occurred between 13 and
17 ka. based on the correlation of the collapse
debris avalanche deposits found offshore to the
wi& i turhiditp in &e -M-&ira ahv~c3lnlain
'-y-- -7
This offshore information strongly conflicts w ~ t h
on-shore evidence for the age of the embayment
exposed at the embayment headwall (Fig. 70) and
in severa1 boreholes emplaced within the collapse
embayment
The morphology of the marine abrasion platfonn
beneath the lavas which fill the embayment is
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accessible through numerous boreholes drilled for
underground waier expioraiion (Suiiiou er al.,
1996; Carracedo et al., 1997 c). These features
imply a long period of post-collapse erosion prior to
the emplacernent of those la\ as.
The embayment cIiff shows a complex geomorphology, incompatible with the simple features expected from a recent and single event collapse Multiple
(at least four) generations of screes can be idenrified
at the foot of the embayment cliff and perched on
the cliffs (Fig. 70). The f m t scree, posslbly associated with debris avalanche deposits (inaccessible),
underlies the remains of rift lava flows cascading
down the scarp (scree-fofming lavas of Carracedo et
al., 1997 a, b, 1999 a, b). The second scree covers
these lavas, and the whole appears perched over a
200-m vertical marine erosion cliff (Fig. 70). The
prolongation of the flow and screes profile points to
a wide compkte:j; eruded íjlatforír, (see l i g . 70).
The marine cliff has been fossilised by subsequent
platform-forming flows from vents within the
collapse embayment (see Figs. 61 H and 70. and the
geological map), flowing on the marine cut platform
originated by the erosion of the first post-collapse
lava platfom. The third peneration of screes underlies these late lavas, dated at least at 21 ka (Guillou
et al., 1996). Finally, the late lava platform underlies
the 1 s t (4th) generation of scree deposlts (see inset
in Fig. 60).
The details of these lines of evidence suggest that
the subaerial embayment may have formed soon
iav& ai tht: íüp of 'uic
&er Uit: ernpidccnumi of
cliff sequence (134 ka) during the previous interglacid period (Fig. 7 1).
An interesting observation by Szérémeta et al.
(1999) is the easterly deviation of the mean declinations of the El Golfo and Rift sequences at the El
Golfo escarpment by about 5" and 15" respectively.
suggesting that the section has undergone a continued clockwise rotation.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
GEOLOGICAL AND STRUCTUFUL
FEATUWS IN THE VIíESTFERN CANARIES
Correlation of ages and periods of growth
,4n interesting feature of the Canarian archipelago is the fact that the islands of La Palma and El
Hierro are coetaneous in construction and form a NS-trending dual line of island volcanoes, perpendicular to the general trend of the archipelago (Fig.
3). Large-scale distribution and age progression rn
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probable correlation of the successive c m - and scree-forrning events in the El Goifo escaqment and h e changes of sea
level in the glaciations.

Fig. 71.-A

most of the oceanic island chains are weil explained
by the steady movement of lithospheric plates over
fixed mantle plumes, yielding chains of consecutive

Zn the Canaries an interesting aspect to consider is
the penods of growth of the islands. Although La
Palma and El Kierro developed at the same time the
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form when the bulk of the previous one has already
developed, the inter-island distance governed by lithosphenc uiickness and rigidity (Voght, 1974; Ten
Brink, 1991). At the initiation of an oceanic island
chain the first magma cuts through unloaded prístine lithosphere. As the fitst island develops the volcanic load grows; increasing compressive flexura1
stresses eventually exceed the tensile stresses of the
mantle plume, blocking magma pathways to the
surface. This precludes the initiation in the vicinity
of any new island volcano (Ten Brink, 1991; Carracedo 1998; Hieronymus and Bercovici, 1999).
Diid-!he vo!canoes, ciich as the Kea 2nd Lo2
trends in the Hawaiian Islands, have been associated to changes in tectonic-plate motion, resulting in
the location of a volcanic load off the hotspot mis.
Compressive stresses related to the off-axis volcano
block the fonnation of the next island and split the
single line of volcanoes in a dual line of alternating
positions of volcanoes (Hieronymus and Bercovici,
1999). However, in the Canarian chain the association of the dual line of volcanoes with a change in
direction of the African plate is not clear.
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are not concurrent. Most of the volcanic formations of
these islands have been dated and correlated by means
of extensive radiometric dating and geomagnetic
reversals. When the ages are plotted and the corresponding eruptive volumes evaluated (Fig. 72), alternating penods of high eruptive rates and frequencies
with intervals of lesser volcanic activity are clearly
recognized. This trend suggests the switching back
and forth of intense periods of growth in both islands.
The mechanism is far from clear, but the migration of volcanism from one island to the other coincides with the occurrence of giant gravitational
co!!~psec (Fig. 72).
Although El Hierro is geologically younger than
La Palma, most of the volcanic activity of the western Canaries in the last 120 ka has been located in
the latter, including al1 the historical eruptions.
A comparative analysis of rift development

The comparison of La Palma and El Hierro offers
a good opportunity to analyse the processes contro-
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EL HIERRO

CUMBRE VlWA
VOLCANO

EL GOLFO
VOLCANO

TABURIENTE

Fig. 73.-Sketch of thc drvelopment of nft zones in occanic
island volcanoes.

VOLCANO

The Cumbre Vieja volcano developed buttressed in and as a prolongation of the Taburiente volcano. During its fast growth, the initial dispersed
eruptive centres rapidly grouped along a N-S
trend, conforming a prominent dorsal (Figs. 21,
23 and 24). In the last 7 ka this process progresGARAFIA
VOLCANO
sed, most of the eruptions being located in the
wrnmit regim of the rift (Canacedo 1997 a, h;
?eRnr'c of
intense
Day
et al., 1999).
volcanism
Submarine volcanoes are abundant at the flanks
of La Palma and El Hierro and without any apparent
Fig. 72.-Alternarion of phases of intense volcan$m in La P - h grouping, as observed in a dredging carnpaign of the
and El Hierro, apparcntly in relation to the mam gravitational Poseidon vessel in 2001 (Hansteen et al., 2001; Gze
landslides.
e t al., 2001). The clustering of vents increases
towards the crest of the islands, to a maxinlurn in í h e
lling the development of rifts in juvenile shield vol- surnrnit regions. Gravitational stresses seemingly
canoes. These islands show striking differences in could account for this gouping, but these stresses
the evolution and geometry of rifts, notwithstanding only build as the island volcano reaches a threshold
their shon period of growth. Rifts are incompletely elevation after a sustained period of growth. Gravidefined in the Taburiente volcano in contrast with tational stresses are the consequence and not the pn-
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El Hierro the rift system shows a regular threearmed geometry. unlike Cumbre Vieja volcano,
with a clearly predominant single arm.
before. emission centres are dis-A-c- mentioried
---persed throughout the early subaerial growth of La
Palma (the Garafía and early Taburiente volcanoes,l
as evidenced b} the widespread outcrops of pyroclastics During the upper Taburiente. hou ever,
zmission centres started to group in poorly-defined
branches (see Figs. 19 and 49), while dyke directions tend to be spread in a radial disposition.
Eruptive vents in El Hierro started to define nfts
auring &e growh of liñor ana Ci Soifo \oicanoes,
and formed the distinct present three-amed rift system in the latest emptike activity (the Rift holcanism, see Fig. 68).
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strains do not explain the regular geometry in some
volcanoes. As shown in the sketch of Fig. 73, a probable mechanism is uie magmatic doming and repular fracturing present from the eatliest stages of
island growth (Canacedo. 1994, 1996). These initiaf
fractures will act as preferred paths for eruptions,
steadily increasing the grouping of vents, anisotropy,
thermal memnry and, therefore. rift progression.
Eniptive volumes and rnagmatic differentiation consistently ausment with time and towards the centre
of rhe nft system, eventually giving place to central
volcanoes. Gravitational and extension (wedging)
stresses buiia up 10 m&e h e voicano progiessi~dy
unstable, eventually triggering catastrophic flank
collapses that consistently involve the sectors bounded by the nfts (Fig. 73 C'i.
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Fig. 74.-Pattems of development of oceanic islands by coalescence of succesme shield volcanoes (sh,, sh2, etc.). Depending
on the mobility magma plumbing these volcanoes may overlap
concentrically in stationary ma-gma sources (as in Central Tenerife and El Hierro) or align due to movement of the mapmatic
source, as in La Palma. Weii-defined triple-rift systems develop
only in islands where magma sources remain stationary since
the early shield-building stages.

A key feature to allow these processes to develop
and to explain the differences menrioned in rift
development is the mobility of the islands' magmatic plumbing.

A comparative analysis of magma plumbing
mobility and general patterns of island
development
The Canaries and oceanic islands in general form as
the result of aggregation of coalescent volcanoes with
different patterns. The successive shields may overlap
concenmcally, as in El Hierro, La Gomera and central Tenerife (Fig. 74 A, B), or may align as independent shield volcanoes in predorninant directions, as
in Fuerteventura-Lanzarote and La Palma (Fig 74 C).
Only the islands formed by concentric overlapping
volcanoes from persistent stationary magmatic sources rnay be successful in developing well-defined
triple-armed rifts. The evolution of La Palma differs
in that the volcanic activity migrated southwards
before completion of the definition of rifts in the
northern shield. On the other hand, the Cumbre
Vieja volcano grew attached to the flank of the
Tabunente volcano. Volcano growth on the flank of
an older volcano which acts as a supporting buttress may explain the rapid change to a single-arrn
configuration (Fig. 74 Dj.
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APPEND 1
ANALYTICAL DATA FROM SAMPLES
OF THE LA PALMA VOLCANISM

NOTE
The referenced sarnples and analytical data are &en
of La Palma Geologicaí Map (MAGNA).

from the memory

GEOLOGY AND VOLCANOLOGY OF L4 PALMA .4NDEL 1-IIERRO, WESTERN ChXARIES
Table 2- 1.-Annlytical
Reí Sampic
Geol

95

.

Lnir'

iO5

59

3

95

995
3

l@
3

data from saniples of the Searnount
103

IOí

106

102

1:

12

i?

D

1Da
D

*7 utf

510;

TiO,

AI,O~
F@03
Fe0
MnO
MgCl
Cao
ga20

K:O
?:O5
H2O+C@

-

45.67
.+
3.c

1461

7.00
3 14

0.24
3.82

7.55

3.61
1 63
0.50
5.72

47.50
3.26
16.66
5.91
479
O."

3.32
8.M
1.61
2.03

0.99
2.85

9
35
0.68
1.18
96
726
235
1,370
0.05
0.05
:i
!'L
9.15
10.99
0.74
1.91
A-

95.-TI-Bdl-plag. Bco. de 13s AnguSUi. .W4GX.4*.
105.-Twchp fmgment inuusive dome. Bco. de las .krguti& MAGNA*.
5 9 . 4 a b S r o anf. Pluionic invusivc rock jLomo de La iuñagai. UAGSA*.
9 6 . 4 a b b r o pxul. Plulonic inhusive rock. (Lomo C h z d l . MhGXAL.
9 8 . 4 a b b r u px. Pluror2c inuusive rock. (Banmco Jc &i-anceras). MAGSA*.
109.-Gabbro anf. Plulonic inmsive rock. (Bananco dc Taburíente). MAGNA*.
l 0 3 . 4 a b b r o px-01. Plutonic inuusive rock. (Barrancodrl Salla del Agua). MAGNA*.
IM.-Gabbro px-ol. Plutonic inrmsive rack. &rmco (k3 Salto del Agua). MAGNA*.
1 0 8 . 4 a b b r o aic. (pxdi-neo. Pluronic ~ n m i v rock.
e
( E k m x o de Rivanceras). M4GhAv.
102.-Trachyte dike. Bco. Salto del Agua hWGNA'.
106.-Mafic trachye dyke Lomo del kuchadero. MAG';A*.
107.-Phonolits dyke. Bco. de MaLien ae (Sar;ia.
177.-Bmlt dyke in the seamounr MAGSA*.
178.-Dunite breccia. MAGNAL.
181.-Synite alcalhe. MAGXA'.

~~~~~~~.

(')

Camcedo ei al. (2031) Mapa Gaológiw de k a k a W A G ~ A N
J o ~ de
e La Pdns. Hoja 1083-1a 1OE;Z-N.ITGE. Madrid.

107
3

17

178

iSl

D

D

D
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Table 2-2.-Analytical
Ref. Sample
Geol. Unit*

77
5

78

5

80
5

data from samples of the Garafía volcano
134
5

114

157

171

5

5

5

wt%

SiO,
TiO,

H@+C02

48.50
3.39
14.08
4.54
7.35
0.17
6.32
10.79
2.43
0.67
0.49
0.79

Mg #

50.63

A1203

Fe203
Fe0
MnO

MgO
CaO
NazO

&O
p205

4 m
Cr
Ni
Co
Sc

v

cu
Pb
Zn
Sn

M0
Rb
Cs
Ba
Sr

m

Ga
Li
Be
Ta

Nb
Hf

173
128
49
28
35 1
120
4
146
5.50
1.66
31
0.68
27 1
637
0.01
24
6.62
2.09
2.95
52
20

d
.
"
,

Zr

250
30
2.73
0.75

Y
Th

u

17 45
--..-

La
Ce

Pr
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb

DY

Ho
Er
Tm
Yb

Lu

72.61
9.1 1
38.88
8.8 1
2.68
7.76
1.15
5.91
1.O7
2.59
0.34
1.99
0.28

77.-Basalt Marcos-Cordero lava flow k t i y over discorilance at the upper spring. MAGNA*.
7 8 . - B d t /Tr-Basalt Bco Los Tilos, 1,365 m (loaer sping of Marcos-Cordero). MAGNA*.
80.-Basalt Bco Franceses, of Tagamentera section. (1,920 m). MAGNA*.
134.-Tr-Basai. Garafíi Volcano. MAGNA*.
114.-Basalt. Galería de los Hombres 1,650 m. MAGNA*.
157.-Basait. Galería de Los Hombres, 2,100. MAGNA*.
171.-Basalt. Galería de Los Hombres, 1.500 m MAGNA*.
170.-Basalt Galería Cuevitas, 2.700 m. MAGNA*.
172.-Basalt. Galena Cuevitas, 2,000 m. MAGNA*.
(*)

Carracado et al. (2001) Mapa Gwlógico de España W G N A ) : Norte de La Palma,Hojacc 10834 a 1083-IV.iTGE. Madrid

170
5

172
5
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Table 2-4.-Analytical data from samples of the Upper Taburiente volcano

42.05
3.45
14.26

4.33
8.78
0.17
7.01
12.22
4.93
0.93
0x7
0.91
52.79
49
49
44
22
350
47
4

131

202
2.59
11

050
541
983
0.03

23
954
3.66
5.08
89
7.72
335
33
5.32
I '
l
.
,

l.&&

63.70
124.12
15.50

6260
12.02

3.68
10.05
1.39
6.86
1.24
2.79
0.38
2.02
029
76.-Tr-Basait Upper Taburiente post-coilapse. MAGNA*.
122.-Tephrite. Upper Taburiente- b3saltic lavaí. MAGNA**.
!z.-B=nie.
1 J p ~T&--cor
hwJfic !:va. MAGNA**.
129.-Basair Upper Tabunente. MAGNA*.
130.-Tr-Badt Upper Taburiente. MAGNA*.
183.-Tr-Basalt Southern wall of &o. del Jorado, O m. asl. MAGNA*.
184.-Basair Soudiern wall of BCQ.del Jorado, 140 m. asl. MAGNA*.
187.-Tr-Badt. Southern wall of Bco. del Jorado, 225 m. asl. MAGNA*.
188.-Tr-Basalt Southern wall of Bco. del Jomio, 260 m. asl. MAGNK:
i89.-F%on-iepMre. SouViern waii o i k o . dei jonao, 265 m asi. M.%UNA-.
202.-Tr-Badt Road to Barlovento, 180 m. asl. MAGNA*.
213.-Tr-Basalt Laguna Barlovento, 8% m Azl. MAGNA*.
240.-Phon-Tephrite. Coast of Tijarafe Ra Los Gomcrus, 350 m. asl. MAGNA*.
241.-Bsdi'ephr. Coast of Tijarafe - ha Los Gomeros, 392 m. asl. MAGNA*.
245.-Basanite. Upper TabGente. MAGNA*.
248.-Basanite. Upper Taburienk. MAGNA*.
267.-Basai~ Road to Pico de las Nieves, 2,100 m. asl. MAGNA*.

_

-

(9 k d o cr al. ( 3 0 1 ) Mapa GwlOgim de Espaíia (MAGNA): Norte de La Palma Hojas 1083-1 a 108>N,lTGE híadrid.
(**! Canacedo ct al. (2001) Mapa Geológicc de España (MAGNA): Sur de La Palma, Hojas 1085 1-iV a 1087 1-II. lTGE Madrid

GEOLOGY AND VOLC.MiOLOGY OF LA PALMA AND EL HIERRO, WESTERN CANARIES
Table 2-5.-Anatytical
Ref. Sarnple
C a l . Unit*
wt

212
13

2'59

data from samples of the Upper Taburiente volcano (Terminal dífferentiated lavas)
260
13

268
13

269
13

270
13

272
13

5%

SiO?
Ti02.

52.78
1S 8
20.77
2.86
2.59
0.14
1.12
5.58
7.72
3.14
0.30
1.o5

A120

Fq03
Feo
MnO
M@
CaO
Na10
-0
p205
H20+C02
Mg #

30.5

P P ~

S
2

Cr
?ii

5
1
101

Co

S¿:

v

6
8
104
2.29
5.06
75
1.34
947
1,588
0.06
25
12.92
4.32
8.5 1
169
8.34
470
33
11.04

Cu
Pb
Zn
Sn

M0
Rb
Cs
Ba
Sr

n

Ga
Li
Be
Ta
Nb

Hf

Zr

Y
Th
U

2.76

93.34
171.67
18.26
62.35
10.22

La
Ce

Pr
Nd

Sm

2 A7

Eu
Gd

J."

Tb

DY
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb
Lu

0.44

2.50
0.35

212.-Phono1ite.- West wail of La Somada, 1,930 m. asl. MAGNA*.
2óO.-Tephr-Phonolire. West wall of La Calden, MAGNA*.
268.-Tephr-Phonolite / &c Fhonolite. Peak Piedra Llana, wall of La Caldera. 2.300 m. asl. WGNA*.
269.-Tr-Basdti cinatl
Trachyte. Pico de Las Nieves, 2,232 m. asl. MAGNA*.
270.-Tephr-Phon. Nonhem of Roque Palmero, wall of L a Caldera, 2,200 m. asl. M.4GNAe.
272.-Tephr-Phon. Peak of La Sabina, top eastem pan of La Caldera. MAGN.4*.
(*)

I

8.28
1.18
6.24
1.17
2.96

Carracfdo er al. (?COI) h l a p Geológico de España (hL4GN.A): Norte de La

Hojas 1083-1a 1083-IV, ITCE. Madnd

h / h
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Tabie 2-6.-Analitycal data from samples of the Bejenado volcano
Main stratovolcano

Adventive vents

Terminal differenciated vencs
-

Ref. Sample
Geol. Unit*'

73
17

45
19

273
19

72
21

81
21

wt %

SiOl
TiO,
Fe203
Fe0
MnO
KgS,

CaO
Na20

K20
p2°5

H20+C02

Mg #

P P

Cr
Ni
Co
Sc

v

Cu
Pb
Zn

Sn
M0
Rb

Cs
Ba
Sr
TI
Ga
Li
Be
Ta
Nb
Hf

Zr
Y
Th

u

La
Ce

Pr
Nd

Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb

DY

Ho
Er

Tm

Yb

Lu
Lava fmm Bejenado, 1,070 m. asl. MAGNA*.
Lavas from Bejenado adventive vents interbedded in sedimenr of El Time. 85 m. asl. MAGNA**.
f i u m ~ c E d oY
; v c ~ ~ > ~ A * ~ .
72.-Tephr-Phonolite. Lava from Bejenado, 1,810 m. asl.MAGNA**.
81.-Tephite. Lava from Miía La Yedra, an adventive vent of Bejenado. MAGNA**.
82.-Tephr-Phonolite. Lava from top of Bejenado 1.580 m. asl.MAGNA**.
221.-Phonoiite.-Dyke in the top of Bejenado. MAGNA8*.
73.-Basanite.
45.-Tr-Basait

7g3.-3a-7pG,

(*) Carracedo a al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA): None de La Palma Hojas 1083-1 a 1083-IV, iTCE. Madrid.
(**) C a r d o et al. (2001) Mapa Ceol6gico de España (MAGNA):Sur de La Palma. Hojas 1085 1-IV a 1087 1-11, ITGE Madrid.

82
21

22 1
dyke

Table 2-7.-Anal-ytical data from samples of the Cumbre Vieja volcano, Cliff-formingemptions (Domes and lava domes)
--

Ref. Sample
Geol. Uniti*

7
23

8
24

36
24

41
23

62
14

168
24

U? %

SiO,
Ti02
-+o3

Fez03

Feo

MnO
M@
Cao

Na20
K,O
p205

H2O+C02
Mg #
4 m
Cr
Ni

co
Sc
T,

Cu
Pb
Zn

Sn
M0
Rb
Cs
Ba
Sr
Tl
Ga
Li
Be
Ta
Nb

Hf

Zr
Y

Th

u

La
ce
Fr'
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Tb

DY

Ho
Er

Tm
Yb

Lu
7.-Phonolite. Dome of Doña María MAGNA**.
8.-Tephr-Phonolite. Lava dome of Roque de Fuente Pino de La Virgen. MAGNA8*.
26.-Tr-Phonolite. Lava dome of Don Mendo. MAGNA**.
41.-Phonolite. Lava from dome of los Campananos. MAGNAc*.
62.-Tephn-Phonolit from Cabrito. MAGNAc*.
168.-F'honolite. Roque Niquiomo. MAGNA**.
276.-Phonolite. Roque Teneguia. MAGNA**.
278.-Phonolite. Montafia Ennque. MAGNA*'.
(*l Carracado ei ai (2031)Mapa Geológico de España (MAGKAI: None de La P a l m Hojas 1083-1a 1083-W, ITGE. bladnd
(**) Cmaced0 a d. (2031) Mapa Geológico de Es(?dAGKA): Sur de La Paima, Hojas 10S.51-1l' d 1087 !-aRGE. Madnd.

276
24

278
24

262
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Table 2-8.-Analflical data from samples of the Cumbre Vieja volcano, Cliff-fonning eruptions (Basaltic lavas)
Ref. Sample
Geol. Unit8*

4
25

9
25

13

25

14
25

15

25

19
25

wt%

SiOz
TiO,
Fez03

Fea

MnO
M@

Cao
Na20
K20

M',

H@+C02

Mg #
P P ~
Cr

Ni
Co
rr

U"

v

Cu
Pb
Zn

Sn
M0
Rb
Cs
Ba
Sr

TI
Ga
Li
Be

Ta
Nb
Hf

Zr
Y

n
u
La
Ce
Pr
Nd

Sm
Eu
Gd

Tb
DY

Ho

-Erirn
Yb

Lu
4.-Basanite.-Early lava of Cumbrc Vieja volcano. MAGNA**.
9.-Basanire.-Lava of Cumbrc Vieja, Bco. de Toms. MAGNA8*.
13.-Tephrite. Lava from Montaña Cosme (Los Chumasquinos). MAGNA8*.
14.-Tephr-Phonoiite/Tr-Basai~Lava from the cliff of El Puertito de Tigalate. Pahoe-hoe lavas of Monte de Luna MAGNA**.
15.-TephritdTr-Basalt. Lava fmm the cliff of Puerto Ttgalaie, 80 m. asl. Playa del Rio. MAGNAe*.
19.-Tephr-Phonoliie. Lava from Llanos de Tazacorte, cliff of Tazacorte. MAGNA*'.
118.-Bsrúiephr. Cliff Teneguie MAGNA**.
(*! Carracedoct al. (2001) Mapa Geolágiw & Espaiía (MAGNA): No* & La Palma, H o j s 1083-1 a 1083-IV. RGE, Madrid.
("1 Canacedo e4 al. (2001) Mapa Geológm de España (MAGNA): Sur de La P k Hojas 1085 I-IV a 1087 I-E, ITGE Madrid.

118

25

Table 2-9.-Analytical data from samples of the Cumbre Vieja volcano, Platfom-forming eniptions
Other basaltic lavas of platfom-fomng erupuons

Mña Dioauen Mña Cabm-Faro Mña &ter&

Ref. SampIe

2

Geol. L nii*

78

112
28

164
28

36
28

66
28

8-1
?S

2.-Teph~ite. MTia. Dioquen. Punta del Banco. MAGNA*.
112.-Tephrite-Phonolite, Tephritic lava from Mña Cabrera MAGNA*.
264.-Basanite.
36.-BsnZTephr.
66.-Bsflephr.
84.-Basanile.
113.-Basanite.
1.13.-Basanite.

Mña Goteras. M4GN.4*.
Lava from Laderas del Gailo. hlAGNA*.
Lava from Los Valenunes. hlAGNA*.
Pladom-forming lava from Cumbre Vieja MAGNA*.
Basaltic lava from Mia. Pelada. MAGNA*.
Platform-forming lava from Cumbre Vieja MAGNA*.

(*! C;<rra&o et d.(2001) %lapaGeoiúgico de EspaRa (MAGNA): Sur de La í'airra Hoja3 1085 1-N a 1087 1-U.

iTGE hladnd.

113
25

143
?S

204
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Tabie 2- 10.-Analytical data from samples of the Cumbre Vieja voicano, dated prehístoric emptions
-

B1ngoyd.a Barquilla
Ref. Sample
Gaol. Unir*
wtQ

SiOz
Ti02

&o3

Fq4
Feo
MnO

CagoO

Na20
K20
P20s

H20+COz

37

279

277

31

31

33

-

-

-

-

-

Volcán FuegsVol& de La Fajana

S.Antonio

6
33

16

33

17
33

18
33

Malforada y Nambrque
61
30

71

30

43.26
2.70
15.79
6.05
4.57
0.21
1.71
9.77
4.59
2.36
1.20
0.10

37.-Tephtite. Terminal lava flow of Birigoyo. MAGNA*.
279-Tephntr-Phonolite. Lava Fiow of Birigoyo. MAGNA*.
277.-Basanite. San Antonio. MAGNA*.
6.-BsrdTephnir. East k v a flow of Volcán Fuego. MAGNAz.
16.-Teptuite. West lava flow of Volcán Fuego (Coladas al Oeste). MAGNA*.
17.-Teptuite. iavas Volcanes de la Fajana MAGNA*.
18.-Tephr-Phonolire. East lava flow of Volcán Fuego. MAGNA*.
61.-Tephr-Phonolire. Lava flow of La Malforada. hfAGNA*.
71.-Phonolite. Norrhern lava flow of Nambroque. MAGNA*.
20.-Basanite. Mña Quemada (prehistoric). MAGNA*.
63.-Basanite (oli-px). Pre historie lava flow of Manin volcano. MAGNA*.
274.-BswBasalt (cpx-anf).Pre histonc lava flow of Mariín volcano. MAGNA*.
(*) Caracedo el al. (2001) Mapa Geológico de España (MAGNA):

Sur de La Painia Hojas 1085 I-IV a 1087 I-II, lTGE Madrid.

Mña Quemada y Voi& Manin

20
33

63
33

274

33
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Tablc 2-1 1.-Analyticai data from samples of the Cumbre Vkja volcano, historieal eruptions
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EL HIERRO, CANARY ISLANDS
J.C. ~arracedo".H. ~ u i l l o u ' , E.R. Badiola'. EJ. Perez Torrado'and S. ~ a v '
:Estación Volcano/ógica de Cananas, CSIC, La Laguna, Tenerife. Spain
*~aboratoiredes Sciences du Clirnat et d t.Environnement. CEA-CNRS, Giff- sur-Yvette, Fra
3 ~ u s e Nacional
o
de Ciencias Naturales, Madrid. Spain
=~epartamentode Física, Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. Spain
University College London, UK

hlajor Research Infrastructures (MRIs)
The tenn "Major Research Infrastnicture" (MRls) refers to
iaciliues and resources thar provide essential semices to the
research cornmunity, based on an assembly of equipment.
techniques and know-bu..

Since 1998. biological centers, natural history museums. and
botanical gardens have been eligible for recognition as Major
Research Infrasthuctures. To date, six of these srpes of
institutions have been approved as MRIS. Through the
European Cornrnission's prograrnrne "Improving Human
Research Potential and Socio-Economic Knowledge Base"
(IHP), funds have been made available to provide transnational
access for European Member and Associated State researchers
to undertake shon visirs to utilize the coliections and facilities
of other appointed Major Research uifrastructures.
The Member States are:
Ausma, Belgium, Finland, France,
Denmark, Germany, Greece, Ireland,
Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United
Kingdom.

The Assoeiated states are:
Bulgaria the Czech Repubiic, the
hpubiic of Cypms; Estoni&Hunpay5
Iceland, Israel, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Malta, Nonvay, Poland,
Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia. An
association ageement with Switzerland
is expected to enter into force in
01.01.2003.
Only researchers conducting their research in member and
associated states are eiigible for support. Researchers
conducting their research in the country of the MRI being used
are not eligible. Avenge visit duration ranges from five dajs to
three months. Travel. accommodation and iiving costs for
visiting researchers under the programme will be covered.
To apply or view the terms, conditions and deadhes associated
with this opprtunity. p l m e consult each individual MRI:
BIOD-iBERU

COBICE
S O L Y A ~ ~
HIGH LAT
SYSRESOURCE
ABC

LLLT Grandes lnfraestrucruras de Investigación (Major
Research Infrmrrucfures - MRIsj son insraiaciones y otros
recursos, necesarios para proporcionar servicios esenciales a
la comunidad cienr$ca, e incluyen ramo equipamienro como
conocimienras n~nr~jCicos
y r&-nico;c.
Solamenre a partir de 1998, los centros de investigaci6n en
biología, w e o s de historia mural y jardines botánicos han
podido acceder a la denominacibn de *Grandes
Infraesrrrccrurm». Recientemenre, seis & esras insriruciones han
recibido la cali$?cacidn & Grandes Infraesmicturas europeas de
investigación Gracias al programa de la Comisión Europea
nIncreme~ode1 Porencíal Humano de Investigación de lo base
de ConocimienfosSocioecon6micos~(Improving Hwnan
Research Potential and the Socio-econornicResearch
Base - IHP), se pue&FuUu:iar el acceso transmcional & los
investigadoreseuropeos de los Eszados Miembros y Estados
Asociados, con el fin de realizar visitas de corta duración para
utilizar las colecciones y los medios de orras instalaciones
designadas dentro a2 la categoría de uGrandes Infraesrructuras».
Los Estndos Mienbros son:
Ausrria, Bélgica, Finlandia, Francia, Dinamarca,
Alemania, Grecia, Irkm&, Italia, Lmemburgo, Países
Bajos, Ponugal, España, Suecia y el Reino Unido.
Los Miembros Asociados son:
Buigana, República Checoslovaca, Republica de
Chipre, Estonia Hungría, Islandia, Israel, Letonia,
Liechrensrein Liruania Malta Xoruega, Pnlnn~a
Rumanra, Eslovquia y Eslovenia. Se espera que Suiza
firmará un acuerdo de asociacrdn en 01.01.2003.
Tendrán derecho a estafinancmci6n únzcamente quellos
investigadores que reallcen su trabajo en Esrados hlzembros
o en Estados Asocdos. La duracron de la visita puede vanar
de cinco días a tres meses. La financiación incluqe los costes
del vtaje. alojm~enroy dietas.
Para soiiciiar o examimr las reglas y condiciones de estG
ofem, mi como los plazos de cada convocarona,por favor
consuhe en la Gran Infraestrucrura correspondienre.

(Museo Nacional de Ciencias Naturales and the Real Jardín Botánico'i http://www.mnc~~.csic.ts/pages/b~~.html
(Copenhagen Biosqstematics Centre) hrrp://www.zmuc dl¿,commonweb/COBICE.htrn
Y(kíuburn
~
iYationai o'nisroire iu'arureiiiie)hrcp.fiwww.m~n.fricoiparsysd
(Swedish Museum of Namraí Histoq) http://w.nrrn.se/hrghlatl
(The Natural History Museum - London) httpJl//u,ww.nhm.ac.uk~scirnce/rcdsysrejourcr;'
CRoyal Belgian Institute of Xatural Sciences~hctp://www.naturaIsciences.Wcoop/abc
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